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I. INTRODUCTION

On June 14, 1995, the Secretary of Energy isnred a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a
Stockpile Stewardship and Management (SSM) Programmatic Environmentalimpact
Statement (PEIS). In this NOI, the secretaf,y stated that, despite the end of the Cbld War,
DOE's responsibilities for ensuring the safety and reliability of the Nation's nuclear weapons
stockpile remain unchanged. The DOE intends to continue to fulfill its nuclear weaporut
responsibilities through the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Program. fhe bOB
Defense Progranos direeted tre Manageq DOE Albuquerque Operations Offise (AL) to lead
the effort to provide technical and cost information which" in combination with tire SSM
PEIS, would allow DOE to identify a Preferred Alternative for the Stockpile Management
portion of the ssM PEIS. In support of the ssM pEIs, on Decemb er 2j,1994, the
Manager, AL tasked a group to analyze alternatives for satisfying future Stockpile
Management requirements.

A. Purpose & Scope of Document

This report presents the rezults of the analysis of options for the conduct of the
stockpile Management program. stockpile Management activities include
dismantlement, maintenance, evaluation, and repair or replacement of nuclear
weapons. This report provides programmatic source data for determining
environmentfl imFacts for the stockpile stewardship and Managemetrt piogrammatic
EIS. It also provides cost, schedule, and technical risk data to assist DOE in the
identification of a progra.mmatic preferred alternative. Sixteen mission alternatives for
eight DoE sites were addressed. These alternatives are shown below.

Stockpile Management Alternatives

Site Aherndives

B. Facilities Included for the stockpile Management Mission

l. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory GL}.[I-), Livermore, Ca.
2. Los Alamos National laboratory (LA}.IL), Los Alamos, NM
3. Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Albuquerque, NM

PX Y-12 KCP sRs LA}IL SNL LLNL NTS
Pit Fabricadon
Pit Requalification and Reuse

* !t

+ !t

IIE Fabrication rl * t
Secondary and Case
Fabrication

* rt *

Nonnuclear Component
Fabrication

+ t rt *

Weapon Assembly and
Disassembly

* *
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4. Nevada Test Site (NTS), Las Vegas, NV
5. Pantex Plant (PX), Amarillo, TX
6. Kansas City Plant (KCP), Kansas City, Mo.
7. Y-12 Plant Oak Ridge, TN
8. Savannah River Site (SRS), Aike4 SC

C. Functions Included for the Stockpile Management Mission:

Nuclear components - (l) Nonintrusive modification pit reuse - inspect, make
minor modifications and recerti$ existing plutonium pits, (2) Pit Fabrication (and
intrusive modification pit reuse) - fabricate replacement pits (or make major
modifications and recertify existing pits), and (3) Secondaries and Cases -
manufacture uranium/lithium parts and assemble into weapon secondaries.

o

High E4plosive Components - high explosive formulation, synthesis, and
fabrication (includes high explosive testing and characterization).

Nonnuclear Components - fabricate nonnuclear components including electronics,
power zupplies, and firing systems.

weapons Assembly/Disassembly - dismantle weapons; assemble high e4plosive,
nuclear, and nonnuclear components into nuclear weapons; perform nuclear
weapons zurveillance; store strategic reserves of nuclear components.

D. Methodology

A Stockpile Management Steering Group was formed by DoE AL. The Steering
Group established six working groups to address various activities in support of the
ssM PEIS. The Steering Group met periodically beginning in ranuary 1995, and
provided policy direction to the execution of the work. The Steering Group consisted
of participants from: DP-l l, DP-14, DP-20, AL, KCAO, NV, OAK O& S& LAl.lL,
LLNL, SNL, ASKCD, RS-NIV, M&I{/PX WSRC, and MMESN-IZ. The Steering
Group sought to provide informationto allow DOE Defense Programs to perform the
following activities:

l. Define future Stockpile Management program requirements,

2. Define and justify the production capabilities necessary to meet these program
requirements,

3. Define a set of reasonable alternatives which satisfy the required production
capabilities, and

a

a

o
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ssM Introduction

4. Define and justify the preferred alternative based on relevant economic,
technological, safety, healtb, and environmental factors.

The Steering Group divided all Stockpile Management activities into six working
teams. The chair for each working team was a DOE representative. Each working
team's mission was to provide technical and cost data necessary to support DOE's
identification of preferred alternatives for the Stockpile Management portion of the
SSM PEIS. The working teams were responsible for gathering, defining, and
analrvzing informatioa which would serve as source data for this report. The teanns anC
participants are identified below.

Workine Team
Requirements

Pits
Secondaries
High Explosives
Nonnuclear
Assembly/Disassembly

Participants
DP, AL, Nrr', SR, LAl.lL, LLNL, SNL, KC, SRS, PX,
RS.NV, Y-I2
DP, AL, SR, LAI{L, LLNL, SRS, PX RS-}W
DP, AL, O& S& LAllL, LLNL, SRS, RS-NV, y-12
AL, OAK LAhlL, LLNL, SRS, PX
DP, AL, KCAO, SNL, KC
AL, NV, SNL, LANL, LLNL, PX RS.NV

E. [s5'mptions

The Steering Group provided the following standard set of assumptions to the
working teams.

Workload
o Draft NWSM for FY 1995 (consistent with START II and I.{PR)
o No LLC zupport for inactive stockpile

- Will quantify sprint capacity
o Capability based capacity

- Additional capacity driven by demand
c 120 surveillance weapons per year
. Capacity sized for single shift operations
r Known dismantlements processed at present site (others wait for new

site, ifnecessary)
o Strateglc reserye ofPu and HEU stored at DP site separate from excess

- Pits and CSAs at assembly site
- All forms at fabrication site

- Navy assumed to manage storage of Naly IIEU

Capability Requirements
o Undergiround nuclear test readiness capability maintained
. Production collocation alternatives consistent with Stewardship
o Production capability consistent with enduring stockpile

I

2.
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3. Operating Constraints
o Allowed production capability gaps between donor and receiver sites

-Y-tz and KCp - 4 yrs.
-Pantex - l yr.

o Pu fabrication" processing,and/or storage (in forms other than pits)
considered only for sites with existing infrastructure for these materialsr IIEU fabrication" processing and/or storage (in forms other than CSA5)
considered only for sites with existing infrastruchre for these materialso Pit reYse capability not requiring bare Pu operations (nonintrusive
modification pit reuse) assessed at pit fabrication and weapon assembly
sites

o Where ongoing DOE actions are removing capabilities from a site,
alternatives not assessed which reintroduce those capabilities

4. Cost Estimating Constraints
o D&D costs af,e not decision costs
. Facility landlord costs during D&D are a decision costo Estimated time to accomplishD&D

-Y-12 30 yrs.
- PX and KCP 5 yrs.

r safe shutdown and work foroe restructuring costs identifiedo Relevant ES&H, S&S, and COO requirements satisfied

These aszumptions were confirmed in correspondence dated September 26,1995 from
DOE Defense Programs to the Manager, AL.

F. Independent Estimate Validation Report

An independent cost estimate review of the data developed by the working teams was
performed by stone & webster Engineering corporation (swEc). The p-urpose of
the independent cost estimate review was to provide DOEan independent oiinion of
the completeness, reasonableness, and comparability ofthe alternaiive cost rlports.
The rezults of the SWEC analysis are documented in a report dated August:i, tggS.
The conclusions of the report were that the source data was "valid, ,oipl"t., '
comparable, and reasonably meet the mini6u6 acceptable criteria ... *a-would
adequately support a Key Decision *0'. The DOE authors ofthis report have taken
into consideration the infomation provided in the SWEC Independent Estimate
Validation Report in developing the DOE conclusions.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 4
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G Ranking Criteria

The Ranking Criteria are defiaitions and scoring rules approved by the Steering Group
which were used in evaluating the Stockpile Management Alternatives. They are
similar to the criteria used by DoE Source Evaluation Boards. A panel wnicn
included representatives from each of the candidate sites was formed to develop the
ranking criteria.

As Part of ihe analysis of alternatives, each of the sites rankcd iheir own proposal, as
well as the proposal of the alternative sites(s). In this report, a final scori for each
criteria was assigned by DOE AL taking into account the site self-assessments and ttre
assessments from other sites. Due to this process, a site might have inconsistent
numerical scores across alternative production missions. The relative scores of
different sites for a given production mission should be consistent, however.

The Ranking Criteria document used for evaluating the Stockpile Management
Alternatives is provided as an appendix to this report.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 5
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tr sTocKPrLE MANAGEMENT (SM) STIMMARY ALTERNATTVE REPORTS

The following sections contain the SI4 Summary Alternative Reports prepared by each
working team leader. The reports cover Stockpile Management missions; alternative sites to
perform the mission; costs and schedules necessary to implement the alternatives; and an
assessment of technical risks.

6Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives
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Section A.

Workload Requirements Report
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SSM PEJS Workload Requirements Report

1. Executive Sr nmary

This sectionpresents the aszumed Stockpile Management workload for 2004 and
beyond. The workload is based on Draft Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum
FY 1995-2000. The base workload was used for evaluating site alternatives for the
Stockpile Management activities. In addition to the "base case" workload, workloads
associated with alternative stockpile sizes are presented. These alternative workloads
('low case" and 'rhigh" case) were used for determining the sensitivity of the site
alternative rankings for higher or lower stockpile sizes. The assumed worklsads ior
the alternative stockpile sizes are summarized in the following table.

Altemative Stocknile Size Workload Assumntions

Low Case Base Case Hish Case

Stockpile Size Criteria < START II START tr START I
Strategic Stockpile Size

(Accountable Warheads) 1,000 3,500 6,000

Weapon Disasserrbly Capacity

Weapon Rebuilds 50 150 300
Stockpile Evaluation t20 120 140

Disassembly Total t70 270 440

Weapon Assunbly Capacity

Weapon Rebuilds 50 150 300
Stockpile Evaluation ll0 lt0 140

Assenrbly Total 160 260 440

High E:rplosive Components 50 150 300

Noruruclear Components

Factory and field retrofits up to 100 up to 300 up to 600

Nuclear Components *
50'

*
50' 100

* The facilities and equipment required to manufasture one component for any
stockpile system provides an inherent capacity ofup to 50 units per year. This
capacity is sometimes called Capability Based Capacity.

2. Introduction

This document presents the aszumed Stockpile Management workload for 2004 and
beyond. For purposes of assessing alternative configurations for the Stockpile
Management program, the strategy of the NPR was used, i.e. a START tr-sized
stockpile while retaining both a lead and a hedge capability. The stockpile
Management stockpile composition for 2004 and beyond was based on the 1995 Draft
Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum and the associated Long Range Planning

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 7-l
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Assessment. The considerations for developing a production workload based on the
assumed stockpile level include national security policy, historical stockpile defect and
change data" and the quantities and tlpes of weapons in the future stockpile. The
aszumed Stockpile Management workload was prepared by representatives of DOE,
the three weaporn laboratories, and the four production plants based on the draft
NWSM. Assistance was provided by a representative from the Office of the Assistant
to the Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energ5r (ATSD (AE)). In addition to a base
case workload, workloads associated with alternative stockpile sizes are presented.
These alternative workloads (a hlpothetical "low case" or tead option sld "high case"
or hedge option) were used for determining the sensitivity of site alternative rankings
for higher or lower stockpile sizes.

There is no direct relationship between stockpile size and required production capacity
for most elements ofthe nuclearweapons production complex. However, assumptions
can be made for required capacities to accomplish weapon refurbishment and stockpile
zupport based on historical e4perience. The production capacity was defined by
identifying requirements for zupporting the reliability, safety, and security of the
weapons in the stockpile and assessing probable workload based on future stockpile
quantities and historical defect data.

The DOE approach for supporting the stockpile consists of three essential parts

a Repair defects as required to maintain safety and reliability requirements. Defects
are identified through the testing activities of the Stockpile Evaluation Program and
the inspection ofthe weapon during routine maintenance. (The terms "stockpile
evaluation" and "stockpile surveillance" a.re used interchangeably in this report.)

Requalitv components for use in the stockpile beyond their originally certified
design life. Traditionally, weapon systems were replaced with new systems before
they reached their minimum design lifetime of 20-to-2s yeaf,s. Limited data is
available for components or systems beyond 25 years.

Replace components as necessary on a scheduled replacement interval to assure
component failure does not adversely effect the availability, reliability, safety or
security of weapons in the future stockpile.

o

o

Implementation of this management philosophy will require enhancements to the DOE
surveillance program to include collection and analysis of component aging data.
This enhanced zurveillance activity is expected to allow improved prediction of
Frrtnn^nani lifo+i-ovvurtrvuv$g lsvtl"uvr

Facility capacities assume single shift operations in supporting the "base case"
workload. Some increase in requirements beyond the base case workload could be
accommodated by multiple shift facility operations. If workload requirements exceed
the capacity with multiple shift operations, facility e4pansion would be needed. Any

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 7-2



3.

decision to expand facilities for greater capacity would be made after the requirements
were identified tlrough weapon zurveillance.

National Nuclear \Meapons Policy Requirements

The deterrent role of nuclear weapons has been a key element of United States national
security policy for decades. In July, 1994, President Clinton reemphasized this national
security strategy by saying,

uWe will retain strategic nuclear forces zufficient to deter any future hostile
foreign leadership with access to strategic nuclear forces from acting
against our vital interests and to convince it that seeking a nuclear
advantage would be futile. Therefore, we will continue to maintain nuclear
forces of sufficient size and capability to hold at risk a broad range of
assets valued by zuch political and military leaders.,'

Pl to their strategis importance, the numbers and tlpes of nuclear weapons in the
united states inventory are oarefully established, reviiwed, and approvei.

A. Nuclear Weapons Approval process

The nuclear weapons stockpile is approved annually by the president based
upon a joint request from the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department
ofEnergy (DoE). The document used to request this approval is the Nuclear
weapons stockpile Memorandum (NwsM) which forwards the six-year
Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan (NWSP) from the Secretaries ofDifense and
Energy.

The development ofweapon requirements is a multi-step process that is the
responsibility of the DoD. The NWSM is coordinated through a variety of
DoD offices that include the Joint stafi the sendces, the office of the
Assistant to the Secretary ofDefense (policy), and the ATSD (AE) as well as
the Department of Energy (DoE). The DoE coordination is necessary because
the DoE is the federal agency authorized to develop and produc. ourirar
weapons and nuclear and nonnuclear materials for nuclear weapons. This
authority comes from Chapter 9, Section 9l ofthe Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

DoD/DoE coordination is formalized through approval ofthe NwsM by the
joint Nuclear weapons council (Nwc)--the highest interagency government
body responsible for nuclear weapons. once the l{\ilsM is approved by the
Nwc, it is signed by the secretaries of Defense and Energy and zubmitted to
the President for approval. The President approves the NWSp by issuing a
Presidential Decision Directive.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 7-3
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B. Nuclear Stockpite Quantities

The weapon quantities in the NwsM axe governed by a variety of factors.
These include DoD requirements, arms control limitations, availability of
nuclear delivery forces, policy guidance, and infrastructure limitationc For
er<ample, the draft NwsP for the period 1995-2000 complied with the
provisions ofthe srART I Treaty, begins implementation of the srART tr
Accord, (that will limit the united states to no more than 3500 deliverable
strategic nuclearweapons by 2004), is consistent with DoE and DoD budget
targets for FY 1995 and 1996, and is consistent with the nuclear delivery force
structure of the Nuclear Posture Review (MR).

The Nation's nuclear weapons stockpile contains two comFonents, an Active
Stockpile (As) and an Inactive Stockpile (s). The AS is in place to meet DoD
operational requirements. strategic weapom supporting operational
requirements are accountable in accordance with the START II Accords, i.e.,
the 3500 deliverable nuclearweapom. Some Stockpile Evaluation program
weapons and logistics spares are designated nondeliverable and are not treaty
limited, but are necessary to support operational needs and are included in the
AS. There is also a nonstrategic portion ofthe AS, which is not limited by
either treaty or protocol. This yields a total AS of more than 3500 weapons in
FY 2004 when the srART tr Treaty is assumed to be frrlly implemented.

Warheads in the IS are retained for two reasons:

r To provide the capability to replace warheads in the AS-should major
safety or reliability problems be identified or should changes in the
international security environment warrant a US response.

o To replace AS weapons conzumed in stockpile surveillance

Weapons in the IS are not counted or declared under the terms of the START
Accords, however, their existence is officially acknowledged. For example,
during a september 22,1994, press conference, Deputy Secretary of Defense
Deutch stated in response to a question on nuclear force reconstitution
capability that, "both countries have warheads in reserve, warheads out ofthe
military stockpile ... both of us keep some warheads in reserve.,' The DoD has
developed a plan for reactivating IS weapons in case AS augmentation or
reliability replacement is required.

C. Long Range Planning Assessment

The June 1992 Bush-Yeltsin summit laid the groundwork for the srART II
stockpile levels. Under START II, the stockpite quantity would decline until
FY 2004, no new weapons would be required for the foreseeable future, and
current weapons would be retained longer than originally envisioned.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 7-4
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The joint DoD and DoE Long Range planning Assessment (LRpA) was
implemented to document long term planning for nuclear weapon requirements.
Weapons slated for retention above operational requirements were placed in the
IS. weapons would be taken out of the IS and placed into the AS is the
stockpile evaluation draws down operational quantities. Thus, the LRpA
identifies zupport of operational quantities for an extended period beyond that
addressed in the }I\MSM.

D. Stockpile Age

Until recently there has been no expectation that weapons would remain in the
stockpile longer than they have in the past. continuous modernization of
weapons to improve safety and reliability kept the stockpile young as new
weapon types replaced old ones. Now, with no new weapons production, the
united states will have a steadily agrng stockpile. The average age of the
stockpile has never approached the tlpical lifetime specified in the weapon
requirements (20 years for the most modern us nuclear weapons). Th-e
stockpile reached its oldest average age in l99l after all new production
ceased. Following Presidential decisions to retire many ofthe older
nonstrategic weapons, the average age droppedlm 1992. However, the average
age ofthe stockpile, currently about 13 years, will climb roughly I yearper year
and as shown below will reach 20 years by 2005, at which time the oldest
weapons will be about 35 years old. In the near term, this does not appear to
be a problem. However, as time passes the discovery of defects in the stockpile
may cause unacceptable decreases in stockpile reliability or safety unless
positive preventive actions are taken. Therefore, a DoE support infrastructure
that can correct defects in the stockpile and replace weapons, if required, is
necessary to enzure there is not an unacceptable decline in the effectiveness of
the nuclear weapons stockpile.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 7-5
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E. Nuclear Posture Review

The Nuclear Posture Review (l.{PR) was a 1994 review of nuclear forces and
policies led by the DoD Joint chiefs of Staffthat looked at doctrine, force
stnrcture, operations, safety and security, and a.nns control. A major conclusion
wag that while great strides have been made in reducing nuclear forces, the
United States must continue to be prepared for a potential reversal of recent
trends within Russia. In light of this uncertain future, the }qPR recommended
that the United States maintain its flexibility, a hedgg to reconstitute nuclear
forces ifrequired.

The main recommendation of the MRwas a realignment of nuclear forces.

Strategic forces were aligued as follows:
o Possess no more than 20 B-2 bombers
o Reduce the B-52 bomber force from 94 to 66 aircraft
r Reduce the Trident submarine force from lg to 14 zubmarines and equip

all submarines with D-5 missiles
o Maintain up to 500 single warhead Minuteman III ICBMs
o Maintain flexibility to reduce forces further or to reconstitute, if

necessary

Nonstrategic forces were aligned as follows:
o Maintain European commitment at current level
r Eliminate nuclear weapons capability from us Navy zurface shipso Retain nuclear cruise missile capability on zubmarines
r Retain land-based dual-capable nuclear aircraft capability

The President endorsed the recommendations of the NpR in September lgg4.
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In addition, the NPR had specific recommendations for DoE in terms of
stockpile support requirements. These requirements are summarized below:

o Maintain nuclear weapon capability (without underground nuclear
testing or fissile material production)

o Develop stockpile zurveillance engineering base
r Demonstrate capability to refabricate and certify weapon tlpes in the

enduring stockpile
r Maintain capabdiry to desigr." f,abicate, and cer*j$'ne';l'warheads
r Maintain science and technology base
o Enzure tritium availability
o No new-design nuclear warhead production

The NPR recommendations regarding force stnrcture do not result in changes
to stookpile quantities at this time. However, the NPR specifically left open
options for either decreasing or increasing the size of the weapons stockpile in
response to changing international environments.

F. National Nuclear Weapons Poticy Conclusions

Nuclear weapons will remain an essential element of United States national
security for the foreseeable future. As such, the DoE must ensure appropriate
planning is performed and necessary infiastructure is in place to zupport the
stockpile. A base case stockpile consistent with the START II protocol is to be
assumed, however a capability is to exist to support reconstitution to START I
levels, or to make faster and deeper stockpile reductions.

4. Historical Stockpile Data

The DOE Stockpile Evaluation and the Shelf-Life Programs are maintained to assess
the reliability and safety ofthe nuclear weapons stockpile. Stockpile Evaluation (also
referred to as stockpile surveillance) consists of two main activities: laboratory testing
and flight testing. Laboratory testing emphasizes subsystem-level testing to ensure that
each operational option, attainable environmental condition, safety and control feature,
and each end event or final process required for nuclear detonation is verified and the
data to zupport reliability assessments are obtained. Flight testing is conducted to test
and verify the operational interface between the weapon and the delivery platform and
to verify overall weapon system reliability and function.

The Shelf-Life Program includes the storage and testing ofweapon components for
long term evaluation activities. The components in the Shelf-Life Program were
usually produced prior to production of associatsd gemponents in the stockpile.
Testing of these components assists in the early detection of age related defects,
however, these components have not experienced stockpile environments.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 7-7
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Results ofthe Stockpile Evaluation and the Shelf-Life Program serve as a basis for
modification of weapons in the stockpile to maintain the high reliability ana safety
requirements. In addition to these programs, active t sratJq development, and iesting
programs at the weapon laboratories have led to discovery of additional Aeiects in the
stockpile. In some cases, these defects have been found directly in nuclear tests; in
other cases, calculations or results from an independent development effort have led to
recognition of a problem in a stockpile weapon.

At this time, it is not technically possible to predict, with high confidence, when the
individual semponents in stockpiled weapons will require replacement. Most nuclear
weapons in the stockpile were designed for a minimum lifetime of 20 years. However,
experience indicates that weapons can remain in the stockpile well beyond their
minimum design lifetime. Two nuclearweapon systems remained in the stockpile for
more than 30 years. The historical rates ofproblems and safety, security and use
control upgrades provides insight into the workload that can be expected in the future.
Projections based on tlis history provide a rationale for the production complex sizing
requirements.

Weapon modifications can involve field changes or factory changes. There is an
important distinction between field changes and factory changes in sizing the firture
complex. Afield change is performed at ttre weapon's operational location by DOD or
DOE personnel. Afactory change is performed at the DOE weapon assembly facility.
Any change that can be done in the field reduces the workload and required operational
capacity at the assembly/disassembly plant.

When a change is deemed necessaf,y, the first choice is to make the change in the field.
This reduces the number of weapon movements, which minimizes safetyhd security

lsks The ability to make x sfuenge in the field has largely been determined by available
field facilities and equipment. Historically, the majority ofthe 6ftanges not involving
the nuclear explosive package have been made in the field while the majority of the
nuclear explosive package changes have been conducted at the DoE
assembly/disassembly facility.

There have been more than 400 "actionable" findings since 1958, the year weapons
with sealed pits were first produced. An "actionable" finding is defined as one-that
resulted in corrective action (not necessarily a change to the weapon, but sometimes a
change to the procedure causing the problem) or a decrement to the weapon reliability.

In this same time period, there have been about 400 changes made to ttre stockpile.
These changes include corrective actions (-37%) and improvements in the opeiations
and maintenance ofweapons (-63 o/o). Some of these corrective actions were relatively
minor (such as painting all unpainted bombs, adding additional markings to weapons,
etc.). These minor corrective actions do not represent any component production;
therefore, they are not used for projecting a workload for the future complex. The

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 7-8
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number of changes (excluding minor changes and changes made to a weapon system
wlile it was in production) made in the factory and in the field is shown by year in
Figure 4-1.

Figure 4.1 Number of Changes by year and Location

2

0

1958 1963 1968 t973 1978 1983 1988 tgg3

Year

As the stockpile grew dramatically in the late 1950s and early 1960s, a significant
number of changes were made to the weaporu entering the stockpile. plutonium pit
design technology was not yet mature and no underground nuclear testing was
conducted during the moratorium from 1958 to 1961. This had a dramatic effect on
the number of problems introduced into the stockpile. Nuclear component design was
more mature during the development ofmodern nuclearweapons and underground
tesls were perfornoed &r each weapox. Thus, the rate ofchanges to the stockpile
during the 1950s and 1960s is not expected to be representative ofthe rate in ihe
future. The time period from 1970 to the present appea^rs to be an appropriate
indicator of the rate offuture problems. The average number of changes to the
stockpile initiated per year during this time was2.2. The smaller quantrty of weapon
systems in the enduring stockpile is expected to require the initiation of a change at the
average rate of one to two per year.

over the last 25 years, field changes outnumber factory changes by almost 9 to 1.
Since 1970 there have been 47 changes in the field (an average ofabout 2 per year)
aff-ecting 19,000 weapons (an average of about 750 per year). Some of these changes
were done at the sarne time that scheduled limited life component exchange (LLCE)
was performed to further limit the operational and safety impact. Field changes have
covered changes to a variety of components and include three Stockpile Improvement
Programs (SIPs) which were performed in the 1980s to upgrade the safety of older
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weaporui. A significant number of components in the weapon electrical system of these
older weaporu were changed.

Between 1970 and 1976, no changes were made to nuclear weapons at the factory.
However, since 1977, there have been seven changes done in the factory. These
changes have involved about 5,000 weapons producing an average workload of about
300 nuclear weapons modifications per year at Pantex. Thirteen production process
changes have been made since 1970. These changes were made to new production
weapons, but did not affect the same weapon tlpes in the stockpile.

The technical capability to predict with high confidence which tlpe of component may
need to be changed in the future is not currently available. Historical data provides
some insight into the more frequently changed components; however, the DOE must be
able to investigate and resolve a problem with any component in the stockpite in the
future.

since 1970, field changes have been made to weapon systems of all ages, from
weapomi that have just entered the stockpile to weapons that have been in the stockpile
30 years. About 20Yo of these changes were made to weapon systems with stockpili
lives over 20 years, a relatively large number given that the average age of the stockpile
has ranged from 8 to 13 years since 1970. The factory sfoanges have been made for
weapon systems that had been in the stockpile between 4 and 13 years. The in-process
changes were implemented while the weapon system was still in production, bui after
some individual weapons had entered the stockpile.

Review of historical data is helpful in projecting future workload; however, the
applicability of this data is limited. Historical data only spans weapon lifetimes of up to
about 30 years and relatively few weapons older than2l years have been tested by ine
stockpile evaluation program. Many of the weapons in the stockpile are expected to
remain in the stockpile for much longer than this. The rate of discovering problems and
making corrective changes is expected to increase as the stockpile ages beyond this
historical experience. In addition" the materials and component technology in the
enduring weapons stockpile are different and generally more complex than those in
older weapons. A higher rate of problem identification could occur due to this
complexity.

The historical record is highly influenced by the mode in which the weapons program
operated during the past 45 years. New weapon systems were continually introduced
into the stockpile. Correction ofrecognized deficiencies could sometimes be deferred
since these deficiencies would soon be eliminated by the replaeement of affected
weapons with new weapons. There a^re no new weapons systems planned to replace
the ones currently in the stockpile and deficiencies cannot be addressed in the oid
manner. Finally, the fact tlat production lines were continuously operating made
changes relatively quick and easy to accomplish.
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5. Nuclear Component Requirements

Nuclear components for a nuclear weapon consist of the plutonium pit (called a
primary when assembled with high e4plosives and other nonnuclear components) and
the secondary (including the case). This section briefly discusses the composition of
these nuclea.r components and documents requirements for the production of nuclear
components to assure the reliability, safety, and security ofthe stockpile of 2004 and
beyond.

The DOE must determine the expected lifetime of nuclear weapon components to
determine the required production capacity for the refurbishment of the-future
stockpile. An informed long terrr estimate for most components is not possible
because of inzufficient component agrng data. Historically, nuclear components have
not experienced many aging defects and additional data are required for the
determination of the required replacement interval(s).

The approach used for defining production capacity requirements for nuclear
components is based on a review of available aglng data; the planned destructive testing
of nuclear components as a part of stockpile evaluation; and the expected levels of the
future stockpile.

Known nuclear component production requirements are one or two nuclear
components per year per weapon system to replace the units destructively tested by
stockpile evaluation activities. Historically, production plans included the fabrication of
some extra nuclear (and other) components prior to the end of new production. With
extended stockpile lives, the supply of rebuild nuclear ssmFonents is depleted.

In addition, the flight testing prograrn requires one set of high fidelity joint test
assembly ssmponents for most warheads every three to four years. High fidelity
nuclear components are manufactured using the same production processes as those
used for nuclear componentsintended for thestockpile. The difference is that high
fidelity components contain zubstitutes for the fissile materials.

A. Primary Requirements

The primary consists offour major categories of parts: detonators, plastic
components, high explosive components, and pits. Life expectancy and
production capacity requirements are addressed for these four categories.

Known aging effects of high explosive components rezults in an estimated
stockpile life of 30 to 40 years based on current understanding of high e4plosive
aging. This estimated life of high explosive components results in a fabrication
requirement of an average of 150 sets of high explosive components,
detonators, and plastic components per yea^r to support the START II stockpile
(about 300 for the srART I sized stockpile). In addition, up to I l0 sets of
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high explosive components, detonators, and plastic ssmponents will be required
each year to support the Stockpile Evaluation rebuild activities.

The planned and e4pected workload for the fabrication of new replacement pits
is small irrespective of stockpile size. only replacement of pits destroyed in
routine zurveillance testing is expected until a life limiting phenomenon is
observed in stockpile pits. Most pit requirements during weapon refurbishment
a^re q(pected to be satisfied by requalification and reuse of existing pits with no,
minoq or extensive modification ofthe pits based on refurbishment
requirements.

The technological capability to manufacture all plutonium pits in the weapons
stockpile provides an inherent capacity to manufacture about 50 pits per year in
single shift operations. up to 20 pits per year are required to replace pits
destroyed in routine surveillance testing. During weapon refurbishment to
replace other components, most pits are e4pected to be requalified and reused.
A capacity of about 50 pits per year is, therefore, judged to be sufficient for the
next ten or more years.

In sizing the plutonium fabrication capability for the future nuclear weapons
prograrl consideration was given to establishing a larger fabrication capacity
in line with the capacif planned for other portions of the nuclear weapons
complex. Larger capacity was rejected, however, because of the small demand
for the fabrication of replacement pits, and the significant, but currently
undefined, time period before significant additional pit production capacity
would be needed.

A larger pit production capacity may be required in the future, however, should
a life limiting phenomenon be observed in stockpile nuclear weapons. pits in
the enduring nuclear weapons stockpile were built during the 1978-19g9 time
frame. No age related problem has been observed in pits up to 30 years in age;
though very little data exists for pits older than 25 years. In addition" no age
related problem is e4pected until well past the START II implementation date.

For these reasons, this programmatic analysis limits plutonium pit fabrication
facility analysis to a facility sized to meet expected programmatic requirements
over the coming decades. It is not sized to have sufficient capacity to
remanufacture new plutonium pits in a time frame commensurate with the time
period of their origlnal manufacture. DoE will perform development and
demonstration work at its operating plutonium facilities over the next five years
to study alternative facility concepts which could be utilized in the future in the
construction of a larger fabrication capacity.
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B. Secondery and Case Requirements

l. Sccondaries

secondaries may contain uranium and other components within a sealed
environmental can. otler components are manufactured using various
materials including metals, ceramics, special materials, plastic parts, and
adhesives. Isolated fiom the external environment by the sealed cans, these
materials can still inter-aet wi"th eaeh other, Cs.efi;l unooitoring is required to
assure these material interactions do not cause reliability problems. Historically,
material degradation and aging problems have occurred.

2. Case Components

secondaries and associated components are assembled in a case. case
corrosion has been observed, but there has been no degradation or concern for
performance for any of the weapons in the stockpile of 2004 and beyond. If
parts within the case need to be accessed to effect a design modification or
replacement, some case parts may have to be replaced due to disassembly
damage.

3. Secondaly and Case Component Summary

As with plutonium pits, available data does not support the precise
determination ofthe lifetime of secondary semponents. The compatibility of
the various secondary materials is being monitored closely through the stockpile
evaluation program. There may also be aging issues associated with secondary
organic materials (plastics and adhesives) that af,e yet to be discovered. It is
also possible that additional design modifications, not yet foreseen, could be
required. Any action required on secondary components could result in
requirements for cases.

C. Capability Based Capacity

DoE must have the capability to fabricate, in a production environment, each
nuclear component in the enduring stockpile. This production capability has an
inherent single shift production capacity of up to 50 components per year. This
small inherent single shift capacity is sometimes referred to as capability based
capacity.

Additional requirements greater than that available with capability based
capacity could be accommodated by increasing facility operations on multiple
shifts, or by the reactivation of standby facilities.
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n

6. Nonnuclear ComponentRequirements

History shows that nonnuclear components are modified or replaced at a greater
frequenry than are nuclear components. Past modernization and improvement of non-
nuclear components occurred when new weapons entered the stockpile and older
weapor$ were retired. New weapon production is not expected in the foreseeable
future; consequently, DoE does not have tbis opportunity to replace degrading
nonnuclear components or to incorporate enhanced safety and security features. The
opportunity in the future will be during field or factory refurbishment activities.

Parts and services must be zupplied to support stockpile evaluation rebuild components
and all other currently committed alterations and modifications to the active stockpile.
In addition, it is expected that refurbishments will be necessary in the future to fix
detected problems. Historical rates ofproblem detection" scaled to the size of the
future stockpile, and committed refurbishment requirements are the basis for
determining e4pected production requirements for nonnuclear subsystems and
components.

Roughly 750 weapons per year were modified in the field from 1970 to 1990. Scaling
tiis rate to the future stockpile rezults in an expected average rate of 150 weapons per
year that wili need nonnuclear components for field retrofits.

Historical data indicates that all nonnuclear components should be considered equally
likely to require replacement. Consequently, DOE must be prepared to provide any
combination ofnonnuclear components for about 150 factory retrofits as well as 150
field retrofits per year. A START I sized stockpile would double these required
capacities.

Planning to support this workload would assume single shift operations. For additional
workload requirements, multi-shift operations would provide about twice this capacity.

Limited Life Component Requirements

Limited life components are those components with a known senrice life in the
stockpile. Today, tritium resenroirs, gas generators, power sources, and neutron
generators are considered limited life components. As more aglng data becomes
available additional components are e4pected to be considered limited life components.

A. Reseroirs

The annual tritium reservoir fill workload for FY 2004 and beyond is directly
related to stockpile size and will be perforrred at the Savannah River Site,
which has adequate capacity.
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B. Neutron Generators

c.

Neutron generator (NG) requirements and requirements for replacement of
NCrs destructively tested in tle stockpile evaluation program are also directly
related to stockpile size. The NG production responsibility was assigned to
Sandia National Laboratories in 1993. A facility sized to support requirements
for the future stockpile is currently under constnrction.

Gas Generatorc

Gas generator replacement requirements are defined and will be met by
procuremetrt of components from commercial sources by Sandia National
Laboratories.

D. Power Sources

Some weapon systems have power sources that must be replaced periodically.
The quantities and schedule requirements are based on stockpile size and will be
satisfied by procurement ofreplacement power sources.

Weapon Assembly/Disassembly Requirements

The workload for the Weapon Assembly/Disassembly facility includes the disassembly,
inspection and rebuild ofweapons for the Stockpile Evaluation Program and the
refurbishment of weapons to correct deficiencies.

Workload requirements for the Weapon Assembly/Disassembly facility are derived
based on an expected lifetime of 30 to 40 years for the high e4plosives in the nuclear
explosive package, the historical stockpile defect rate for other components, and the
2004 stockpile quantity. An average of 300 factory refurbishments per year were
required for the larger cold war stockpile. This refurbishment worHoad was primarily
driven by defects in components other ftsn high explosives. Scaling this historical
workload to the future active stockpile size suggests an average workload of about 50
weapons per year for components other than high explosives. The DOE expects this
workload can be accommodated as a part of the refurbishment activities for renewal of
high explosives components. In addition disassembly, inspection, and rebuild of
stockpile Evaluation Program sample quantities require assembly capacity.

Facility capacrty is based on accomplishing the workload using single shift operations.
Future workload changes, zuch as activation of inactive stockpile weapons or further
dismantlement of the stockpile, could be accommodated with multi-shift operations.

A. Workload Requirements:

The DoE weapons Assembly/Disassembly facility is assumed to be sized to
disassemble and assemble 150 weapom per year for the purpose of
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replacing/renewing subsystems and components within active stockpile weapon
systems. Support of a START I stockpile would double these numbers. In
addition" the Weapons Assembly/ Disassembly Facility will disassemble about
120 weapons per year for stookpile evaluation and subsequently rebuild about
I l0 of these weapons each year.

9. Altemative Stoclqile Size Workloads

This section describes the aszumed workloads for stockpile sizes significantly larger
and smaller than the START tr stockpile. The "high snse" shoum below corresponds
to implementation of the Nuclear Posture Review (I.[PR) "Hedge" alternative for
retaining or reconstituting a larger stockpile ifworld events warrant zuch action. The
"low case" represents a hypothetical case for the NPR "Lead" alternative of faster or
deeper reductions in the stockpile to a size lower than the START II accountable
strategic warhead level. No specific DOD Force structure projection corresponds to
the low case assumed stockpile. However, stockpile sizes in this range have been
proposed by others (see for example Foreign Affairs, Spring 1993).

Altemative Stoclinrile Size Workload Assumptions

Low Case Base Case Hish Case

Stockpile Size Criteria < START tr START II START I
Strategic Stockpile Size

(Accouutable Warheads) 1,000 3,500 5,000

Weapon Disassembly Capacity

Weapon refurbishmeirt 50 150 300

Surveillance testing 120 120 140

Disassenrbly Total t70 270 440

Weapon Assunbly Capacity

Weapon refurbishment rebuilds 50 150 300

Surveillance testing rebuilds ll0 ll0 140

Assernbly Total 160 260 440

High Explosive Components 50 150 300

Nonnuclear Componeirts

Faclory and Field Retrofrts upto 100 up to 300 up to 600

Replacement Nuclear Componeirts 50* 50'f 100

* Capability Based Capacity - the facility capacity (up to 50 per year) inhere,lrt

with the facilities and equipment required to manufacture one compon€r$ for any
stockpile system.
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10. Conclusion

The DOE has extensive historical data for the reliability and safety of weapons in the
stockpile. These data are not adequate for determining when specific components will
reach the end of their safe and reliable life. However, tlis data provides useful
information for sizing future production facilities to meet the range of expected
production requirements to satisfy future weapon refurbishments.

knprovenaents:e stockpile e','aluatien af,e e4peoted to iacrease the abili-uy- to undersiand
and/or predict aging effects. This will facilitate prediction of when component tlpes
need to be replaced. This predictive capability is expected to provide time to a.rut
that component orweapon refurbishment can occurwithout adversely affecting
stockpile safety or reliability.

Nuclear components (pits and secondaries) are expected to have service lives
significantly in excess oftheir minimu6 design life of twenty to twenty-five years. In
the meantime, production capability will be maintained to satisfy requirements to
replace components destroyed during stockpile evaluation and to maintain production
competence. Contingency options will be developed and maintained to allow timely
reconstitution of a larger nuclear component production capacity should an aglng
concern be identified.

Nonnuclear components are also expeoted to have longer lives than their minimum
design lives. However, historical data indicates that, over the short-terrr (20-ZS years),
defects will be encountered at a rate that will require approximately 150 sets of
components of varying combinations to be produced each year to support field retrofits
and an additional 150 sets of different components to support factory retrofits. A
START I stockpile size would double these requirements.

The Weapon Assembly/Disassembly facility workload requirements are expected to
average about 150 factory refurbishments per year (for a START II sized stockpile)
plus a stockpile evaluation requirement ofup to 120 weapon disassemblies and
reassemblies per year.

Limited life component exchange requirements for reservoirs, neutron generators, gas
generators, and power sources are based on the size ofthe stockpile and preestablished
replacement intervals. Production capacity currently exists or is being established that
will satisfy production requirements.
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1. Executive Summary

This report analpes alternatives for zupplying pits for the nuclear weapons stockpile.
Alternative prooesses include manufacture of pits from feed stock, reuse of existing
plutonium components, reuse ofintact pits, requalification of pits that are aged beyond
their original design lifetime, and recertification of pits that are u/ithin their original
design ftfetime.

Thc anntvsis ftr nit man':fbet';fe deals Wth t-nr-n nne.ratinc filllg st-e-filed sites thc T nc

Alamos National Laboratories (LAI.{L) and Savannah River Site (SRS). Maintenance
and operation of the LAl.lL plutonium facility is currently funded by the Stockpile
Management budget. For SRS, funding for plutonium related activities is provided by
the DOE Office ofEnvironmental Management. This analysis of the mission assignment
for pit manufacturing considers the incremental cost to the DOE Defense Programs
budget as the appropriate basis for cost comparisons. Because relocation of the LAl.lL
R&D program is not part of the scope of this study, the two configurations to be
compared are (l) SRS doing pit production and LAl.lL doing R&D, and (2) LAI{L
doing both missions.

The initial investment cost is approximately $490 qilliell (M) for SRS and $310 M for
LAl.lL. Both costs include approximately $200 M in capital maintenance upgrades for
TA-55 to zustain the Defense Programs mission at LAllL. The SRS steady state
operating cost is approximately $60 M per year, and the LAl.lL steady state
incremental operating cost is about $30 M per year. To avoid double-counting the
infrastructure costs already paid by Defense Programs, the incremental cost at LAI'{L is
used as the basis of comparison.

Using these figures, the two-site steady-state cost is
Current LAl.lL SMProgram $ 95 M
SRS Pit Build Mission $ 60 M
Total $155 M

The single-site steady-state cost, aszuming LAl.lL is chosen as the single site is
Current LANIL SM Program $ 95 M
LAIIL Pit Build Mssion Increment $ 30 M
Total $ 125 M

Projecting these costs over 25 years, noting that operating costs in the one-site
alternative start in 2003 verzus 2006 in the two-site alternative, and including capital
investment, the difference in cumulative net present value cost between the one-site and
two-site alternatives is about $300 M.

The analysis for pit reuse deals with facilities at the Pantex Plant and the Nevada Test
Site (NTS). For Pantex, existing facilities would need to be modified at a capital cost
of approximately $14 M. Annual operating oosts for the defined workload would be
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approximately $1.8 M. The NTS alternative would require new construction adjacent
to an existing facility. However, locating the pit reuse mission at NTS is contingent
upon NTS also being selected for assembly/disassembly missions (see Section Z$.
The capital and annual operating costs for the NTS alternative are approximately $31
M and $2.3 M respectively. Projecting tlese costs over 25 yea^rs, the cumulative net
present value (I\{PD cost for the PantJx Phnt is about $2S M versus $54 M for the
NTS. The cumulative NPV costs are displayed in Figures at the end of Section B.

The ranking of the alternatives (see Appendix for definition of ranking criteria) against
risk and cumulative net present value cost criteria is collected in the following tables.

Rankin g of Pit Manufacturin g/Plutonium Reuse Alternatives

Rankins Criteria
Score

I-Al.lL SRS

Basic Productiqr CaDability 90 70
Capabittv of hoductim Infrastruchrre 92 50
Minimize Cost 100 E5

Ranking of Intact Pit Reuse, Recertification, and Requalilication Nternatives

Rankinc Criteria
Score

Panter(Plarfi NTS
Basic Production Capabilrtv 85 50
Capability of Production Infrastnrcture 100 50
Minimize Cost 100 5l

The analysis relies on utilization of technology that has been proven at a number of
facilities in the Nuclear Weapons Complex and was further baselined in the Complex 2l
studies. Nevertheless, there remains some technical risk in that neither LA]llL, SRS,
Pantex, nor NTS have participated fully in all aspects of pit supply activities.

There is no experience base in the Weapons Production Complex upon which to base
evaluations and estimates for pit reuse. In additio4 neither LAl.lL nor SRS has
e4perience in producing pits for the stockpile, although LANIL has in the past
fabricated pits for the nuclear e4plosive testing program. Consequently, there is some
uncertainty about the information that forms the basis for the site cost estimates.

It should be noted that build rates above 100 per year would adversely impact LAlrlL's
ability to perform iheir sunreillance, research and development missions. The sensitivity
analysis indicated that installation of equipment at SRS to support a capacity of 100
pits per year on single-shift operations, 5 days per week, would have a multi-shift
capacity of 250 pits per year. The annual operating cost for this capability would be
about $170 M.
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2. Introduction

With the formal cessation of pit manufacture at the Rocky Flats Plant in 1992, the
Department ofEnergy eliminated its capability to zupply significant quantities of pits
for assembly into new or rebuilt weapons. Consequently, the situation for pits is
different than for the other weapon component analyses in that tlere is no iurrently
operating pit fabrication activity to donmsize or consolidate. Proposed new capability
alternatives provide a smaller capacity than what was at Rocky Flats, hence a cost
cedustioa frsna bi*"toricel le-"ele wi!! be reatized. I{o',re€ve4 remrmption of pit fabrication
will be an increase to current Defense Programs budgets. This report analyzes the
alternatives for rezumption of pit supply operations, including new pit fabricatio4 and
provides estimates of the cost to restore and operate that capability.

Summary of Working Team Function

The mandate ofthe Pit Working Team (PlW) was to develop and characterize
alternatives for the supply of pits for the nuclear weapons stockpile. Under this
charter tle Team examined:

o New-build pit fabrication using bulk metal or oxide feed stock
o Reuse of existing plutonium components
o Reuse by modification of existing intact pit subassemblies
r Reuse by recertification or requalification of existing intact pit zubassemblies
o Related direct production support and infrastructure support

Ass'mptions And Requirements

Manufacturing process assumptiors, mojor design aszumptions, Steering Group
assumptions, and interpretations of requirements in the Requirements Report are
included in this section.

3.1 Steering Group Assumptions

The top level aszumptions governing this analysis were published in the management
charter from Defense Prograns to the Manager, AL dated September 26, 1995. The
aszumptions applicable to pit supply activities were carried forward into the analyses
summarized in this report.

3.2 Working Team Assumptions

2.t

3

o

o

Levels of current programs and program sponsorship at candidate sites remain as
they are today
Pit surveillance, research and development, and nuclear materials management
activities continue at LAl.lL and contribute to the base cost to Defense Programs
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o Residues from manufacturing and metal purification processes will be stabilized and
packaged for interim storage

o Wastes will be treated and disposed in accordance with applicable standards and
regulations

Reuse of Plutonium Components and New pit Fabrication3.3

The baseline technologies for new pit fabrication, reuse of plutonium components, and
balance of functions including recovery waste treatment, and zupport functions, are
derived from mature technologies already developed at LAl.lL *d furth.r defined by
the Complex 2l study.

Major aszumptions are:
r Existing facilities utilized to minimize capital investment
o Capital investment basis accommodates production rate of 50 pits per year, with

single-shift operations, 5 days per week
o Operating basis is production of 20 pits per year
o Capability to zupport weapon tlpes in the stockpile of2004 and beyondo All plutonium alloy capabilities provided
. Capability to reuse plutonium components and intact pits
o Production runs campaigned (no more than two pit types inproduction each year)o Feed material available from dismantled pits
o Non-nuclear components are government furnished equipment
t Compliance with current applicable codes, standards, and requirementso Residues processed to a stable form, packaged, and storedo No backlog accumulation of residues or wastes
o International safeguards not considered in facility design

3.3.I LANL

Following are key assumptions that drive the approach taken by LA1.{L:o Existing facilities, including TA-55-PF4 and rA-3-clr,IR, utilized
o capital cost of maintenance upgrades to TA-55-pF4 included
e Cost of TA_3_CMR sempliance upgradg in progress, not included
o Nuclear Material Storage Facility (NMSF) available and firnded separatelyo Existing on-site waste management capabilities available
o Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (mPP) available for final disposition of TRU wasteo Impacts of continuing LAl.lL programs analyzed in site-wide EIS (in preparation)

s.3.2 SRS

Following are key assumptions governing the SRS alternative:
o Existing facilities, including Building 232-H and areas ofF canyoq utilized. Facihry upgrades as needed to comply with DoE orders are costed
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o Existing on-site waste management capabilities available
o WIPP available for final disposition of TRU waste
. Upgades or reiszue of safety analysis reports and environmental impact documents

included in schedule

3.4 Recertification, Requalification, and Reuse of Pit subassemblies

The baseline technologies for recertification and balance of functions including
recovery, waste treatmgft^ and srpport funetion-s, a:e denved fiom matr:se teehsologies
already developed and in use by Pantex and further defined by the Complex 21 study.
Program requirements for reuse and requalification are under development, and the
best available information obtained from Pantex, LLNL, and LA}.{L was used in
developing and analyzing these alternatives.

Major assumptions are:
o Existing facilities utilized to minimize capital investment
o Activities are collocated with assembly/disassembly
. Packagng will accommodate all pit configurations
o Process qualification rate for reuse is minimum production of 20 pits a year
o capable of supporting weapon tlpes in the stockpile of 2004 and beyond
r Facilities will be designed and operated as nonreactor nuclear facilities
o No work involving exposed plutonium
o compliance with current applicable codes, standards, and requirements
o No backlog accumulation ofwastes
o International safeguards not considered in facility design

The two candidate sites for reuse, recertification" and requalification of existing pits are
the NTS and Pantex. Analysis was performed of locating this mission with the pit
fabrication mission at either LAl.lL or SRS. It was found that this capability was
inherent in the pit fabrication capability, but that it was unrealistic programmatically to
move pits from the weapon assembly site to the fabrication site for this relatively minor
operation.

3.4.1 Nevada Test Site

Site specifis assumFtions that drive the analysis for the NTS alternative include:
o No facility exists that could be used for pit reuse
o New construction adjacent to the Device Assembly Facility (DAF)
o Extension of existing utilities at the DAF site to support reuse facility
o NTS would not perfomr pit reuse, recertification, and requalification functions

without also receiving assembly/disassembly mission assignment
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3.4.2 Pantex Plant

Site specific assumptions that drive the Pantex Plant alternative include
o Existing facilities and infrastructure will be right sized and modified for this mission
o New equipment required for reuse of existing intact pits
o Pantex would not perform pit reuse, recertification, and requalification functions

witiout also receiving assembly/disassembly mission assignment

4. Description of Proposed Altematives

The proposed alternatives establish production lines capable of zupplying pits for the
nuclear weapons stockpile. Process block flow diagrams and work breakdown
structures are provided in individual site reports that illustrate the individual steps and
processes required to satisfy the production requirement, and provide for analytical
zupport, storage of feed and in-process materials, storage and preparation ofnon-
nuclear components, storage and staging ofproduct items, treatment of residues,
nondestructive evaluation, and waste management. The basis operating level capacity
for recertification and requalification supports the surveillance (120 per year) and
retrofit (150 per year) programs. The expected operating rates for production of new
pits (20 per year) and reuse of existing pits (20 per year) are based on the requirement
to rebuild pits destroyed during surveillance testing and to maintain certification of the
process and operators. All sites anticipate reductions in programs in the future, and
some credit is taken for utilizing existing personnel that would otherwise have to be
new hires.

4.1 Full Rebuild and New Build

4.1.1 Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)

The key elements of the LAIIL plan are as follows:
o Establish a just-in-time production capability
. Modify the 300 Area of TA-55 PF-4 to accommodate the required functions
o No intemrption of the pit surveillance function
o Retain as much of the existing equipment as possible
. Upgrade some equipment to production quality
e Use the existing trolley system to move parts
o Use analytical laboratory support that exists in the CMR Building
o Production rate of 80 pits per year (estimated) in sprint mode
o Metal purification done by molten salt extraction process
o Residue stabiiization using existing chloride and nitrate aqueous process lines
o Aqueous waste disposed in oristing facility at TA-50
o Solid waste disposed at existing TA-54, Area G
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The 300 Area of the TA-55 plutonium facitity ourrently is used for plutonium and pit
technolory development and has most ofthe equipment required to provide a pit
fabrication capability. TA-55 is a self-contained facility capable of zupporting
disassembly ofpits for reuse ofthe plutonium, metal purification" fabrication" product
inspection and certificatio4 and treatment of plutonium residues. The capability to
perform pit evaluation activities under the stockpile surveillance program will be
consolidated and reestablished in Room I 14 prior to beginning removal of existing
equipment. Because analytical zupport will continue to be provided in TA-3-29 (CI\R
Brrildiqg), alternatives for transBortilg samples between the plutonium faciliw and
CMRBuilding are being considered.

The LAI.{L alternative zupports the following capacities:
Operating Basis: 20 per year
Installed Capacity Basis: 50 per year (single-shift, 5 days per week)
Sprint Capacity: 80 per year (multi-shift, limited by in-line

storage)

The LAI',L would be capable of completing the facility modifications in five years,
beginning with removals in October 1997, and ready to produce pits in October 2002
The LAI\{L is currently capturing as much of the Rocky Flats equipment, processes,
and e4pertise as possible under the Pit Rebuild Program. Transition to the new
configuration can be accomplished with no impact to the sunreillance mission;
however, pit technology development programs, including the pit rebuild program,
would be in hiatus during the tlree years of construction. Alternative construction
modes which would reduce this hiatus would need to be addressed. The remaining
programs in the plutonium facility, including the stabilization and repackaging of
residues, metal, and oxides would be largely unaffected by the reconfiguration of the
300 Area.

Most of the mission activities would be performed at TA-55 (PF-4 and the NMSF) and
the CMR facility. Upgrades to PF-4 are considered necessary for either production
alternative and are costed in this study. The CMRupgrade and NMSF renovations are
separate projects that support broad laboratory R&D missions and are funded by
separate projects.

Sprint capacity is limited by the amount of adequate in-line storage area. Technical
risks associated with this alternative are low because the processes have already been
developed to maturity at either LAI{L or Rocky Flats. The ES&H risks are also
considered manageable because TA-55 is an approved facility for handling and
processing plutonium.

4.1.2 Savannah River Site (SRS)

The key elements of the SRS plan are as follows:
. Equip existing 23z-HBuilding (37,000 sq. ft. area) with all new equipment
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'o Plutonium purification and residue stabilization performed using the existing New
Special Recovery line and a new reduction line

r Use the existing Plutonium Storage Facility
o Use existing support functions within the site ffiastructure
o Disposal of aqueous waste in existing Defense Waste Processing Facility
r Use existing analytical laboratories for process control and product certification
o Production rate of 120 pits per year in sprint mode

The SRS has no ongoing DP plutonium mission work related to weapon R&D or
surveillance; therefore, facility modifications and upgrades are necessary for this new
mission and are costed in this analysis. The large available area for pit fabrication
supports the SRS ability to provide a manufacturing facility with flexibility, as shoum
by the sprint mode capacity of 120 new pits per year.

Although no operations of the tlpe required for fabrication of pits and reuse of
plutonium components have ever been done at SRS, hardened facilities with adequate
space are available for modification and occupancy. The area chosen for pit fabrication
is the 232'HBuilding, which provides 24,500 square feet ofhardened space, and
12,500 squa^re feet non-hardened space for zupport functions. This area can zupport a
large capacity while maintaining acceptably low radiation exposure and effcient 

-

material flow. Establishing the pit fabrication capabiiity at SRS requires procurement
and installation of new equipment.

Pit disassembly, plutonium purification, and residue processing would be performed in
existing hardened facilities in the F-Area. The facilities include New Special Recovery
which is equipped to dissolve and punfy plutonium, a new reduction (metal
preparation) facility in Building 221-F, and the Plutonium Storage Facility. Existing
facilities in F-Area are sized for a large tbroughput (2 - 5 metric tons per year) if
required. Also available on-site is the Defense Waste Processing Faciltty which would
be used for disposal of americium that is a by-product ofplutonium purification.
Analytical laboratories in the F-canyon area are available to support process control
requirements. These facilities in F-area are operated by the DOE Environmental
Management (EM) program, and would require new operating arrangements between
DOE DP and DOE EM.

The SRS alternative supports the following capacities:
Operating Basis: 20 per year
Installed capacrty Basis: 50 per year (single-shift, 5 days per week)
Sprint Capacity: 120 per year (multi-shift)

The SRS is capable of establishing the pit supply capability in eight yea^rs, beginning
with project authorization in October 1997, and achieving readiness to produce pits in
March 2006.
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4.2 Recertification, Requalilication, and Rcuse of Pit Subassemblies

Requalification and reuse are intended to be cold operations, and would have the
capacity to zupply 370 units annually.

4.2.1 Nevada Test Site (NTS)

The key elements of the NTS plan for pit reuse and requalification af,e as follows:
I Prritd llatrr nltqrraqr.tnr nrralcar fonili+.r aAjqont +a +ha h Aligvvi der--vlvr ubv 9E lsveal 4-JEWvd! w WV pal

o Procure and install all new equipment
o Use the Pantex Plant flow sheet and equipment list

The NTS proposal addresses siting and construction of a new, hardened, nonreactor
nuclear facility adjacent to ttre Device Assembly Facility (DAF) and within the DAF
PIDAS for performing pit reuse operations. No previous production work of this kind
has ever been done at the NTS, although nuclear explosive devices have been
assembled and disassembled by design laboratory personnel at the site. Consequently,
all equipment and qualified operations personnel must be obtained from outside the
current resources available at the NTS. The Pantex Plant flow sheet would be utilized.
The NTS has the capability to dispose of lowJevel radioactive waste on site.

The reuse facility would be considered only as part of an assembly/disassembly mission
assignment to NTS, and the DAF would require extensive modification to zupport the
reuse function in a production mode. The facility's original intent was to assemble
nuclear devices for testing at NTS, a capability that must continue to be maintained,
though on a reduced scale.

The NTS ffiastructure personnel must be trained in production techniques. Tapping in
power, water, and sanitation from existing facilities is part of the new construction
project, but its costs are included in the estimate for the assembly/disassembly
alternative. Material for reuse processing will be pits only; no IIE handling capability
will be required in the reuse facility.

As the new facility would be constructed to specification, there are no constraints
imposed by modification of existing facilities. The proposal zupports the following
capacities:

Operating Basis: 150 pits per year requalification
120 pits per year recertification
20 pits per year reuse

Installed Capacity Basis: 150 pits per yeaf, requalification and reuse
120 pits per year recertification

Sprint Capacity: 250 pits per year requalification and reuse
200 pits per year recertification
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The NTS is capable of establishing the pit reuse and requetifi@tion capability in five
years, begrnniag with project authorization in October 1997 and achiaving riadiness to
supply product in October 2003.

4.2.2 Pantex Plant

The key elements of the Pantex Plant reuse and requalification alternative are as
follows:

o Existing facilities and infrastructure would be rightsized and modified
o Existing equipment would be utilized, and augmented to support the requalification

and rzuse missions

Existing modem weapon assembly bays in Buildings !2-64, 12-84, 12-104, and 12-
l04A and the Special Nuclear Material (SMvf) Facility, Building 12-116, are available
to accommodate the required operations. Many recertification functions are currently
being performed at the site, and these would be relocated and consolidated in the SNM
Facility. Four bays in Building 12-104 would be modified to meet nonreactor nuclear
facility requirements; the SNM Facility is already in compliance. The site infrastnrcture
wiich currently supports assembly, disassembly, and recertification operations is in
close proximity to the identrfied facilities and would be utilized to support the e4panded
mission. Equipment for the reuse capability and some recertifioation functions would
need to be procured. Pantex has experience in glovebox operations and maintenance
which would be required for some of the reuse functions. Transition to the new
configuration can be accomplished with no impact on current missions.

The Pantex proposal supports the following capacities:
Operating Basis: 150 pits per year requalification

120 pits per ygar recertification
20 pits per yea^r reuse

Installed capacity Basis: 150 pits per year requalification and reuse
120 pits per yffif, recertification

Sprint capacity: 250 pits per year requalification and reuse
200 pits per year recertification

t.

Pantex is capable of establishing the pit supply capability in 5 years, beginning with
project authorization in October 1997 and achieving readiness to zupply product in
October 2003.

Process Descriptions

New Pit Fabrication and Reuse of Plutonium Components

The sRS and LAI'{L plan to ut:lizs the same basic process flow sheet for pit
manufacture. The process begins with casting a plutonium part to near final shape,

5.1
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heat treating, confirmation of density, machining, radiography to confirm absence of
internd defects, dimensional inspectio4 and cleaning. Pits zupplied for reuse of the
plutonium components would be disassembled and the plutonium components
inspected as for new components. After passing inspection, the plutonium components
(both new and reuse) are subsequently assembled with other non-nuclear components
followed by welding, leak testing, final machining, application of varieus slsaning
techniques, backfilling with specification gas, application of various inspection
procedures, and certification of the final pit. Variations in the process may be
emploved to accommodate unique design features of the various f.oes of pits.

Significant differences exist between the processes utilized at LAI.IL and at SRS for
balance-of-plant operations, including metal purification and treatment ofresidues.

5.I.1 I,ANL

Metal purification at LANIL is accomplished by molten salt extraction to remove
americium followed by electrorefining of some ofthe feed material to remove other
impurities. Less pure metal may be blended with pure electrorefined metal to achieve
purity standards for acceptance in the foundry, or electrorefined metal may be used in
the foundry directly. Residues generated in the metal purification, foundry and
fabrication processes are treated to produce a stable oxide using aqueous nitrate or
chloride processes or roasting, as appropriate. The LAIIL demonstrated in June 1995
the capability to package material to specification that meets the new DOE standard
(DOE-STD -3013 -94) for long-term storage.

5.r.2 SRS

Metal purification at SRS is accomplished by dissolution of feed metal followed by ion
exchange purification, precipitation, calcination ofthe dried precipitate, conversion to
plutonium tetrafluoride, and reduction to pure plutonium metal using calcium as the
reducing agent. Manufacturing residues follow essentially the same flow, except that
for residues, the oxide collected from the calcination process would be packaged and
stored. The large F-Canyon facilities that had previously been used for separation of
plutonium from inadiated targets would not be used in the processing of pit feed
materials and residues.

5.2 Reuse of Intact Pits, Recertification, and Requalification

The NTS and Pantex would use the same process flow sheet. The process for pit reuse
consists of performing various inspections, removal and replacement of external
tubulation" and in some cases assembling an additional shell around the existing intact
pit. Following modifications of extemal hardware, backfill with specification gas, and
final welding, pits would be subjected to a variety ofinspections to recertify
conformance to design specifications. Recertification consists of a record search to
verify the condition ofthe pit followed by a series of measurements and inspections
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6.

6.1

(zuch as surface evaluation, gamma spectroscopy, leak testing, radiography).
Requalification procedures remain to be defined by the weapon laboratories, but it is
anticipated that the suite of recertification procedures will be expanded to include
oramination of interior zurfaces and other nondestructive tests that confirm the
integrity ofthe metallurgical structure of the plutonium components. All required
destructive tests would be performed at the LAl.lL plutonium facility.

Facility Descriptions

Los Namos National Laboratory

Pit Production Facility
r TA-55, PF4 (Plutonium Facility)
o Located 1.5 miles from area occupied by public businesses
o Located 3 miles from residential area
r Construction completednlgT7
r Cast-in-place, reinforced concrete (seismichardened) construction
o Three-stage radioactive material confinement system in place
o Area enclosed by existing PIDAS
o Currently in operation" all utilities in place
o 1978 safety analysis report (SAR) in place, new SAR in preparation
o Approximately 20,000 square feet available in 300 Area for pit fabrication

Other Facilities
o CMR

- Analytical support for process control and product certification
- Construction completed in 1952 with zubsequent additions
- Upgrade to meet current life safety codes in progress

. Sigma Complex
- non-nucleax parts preparation
- main construction in 1959-1960

o TA-3 Machine shops - non-nuclear machining
o TA-8 Nondestructive evaluation (radiography)
o TA-35 Non-nuclear parts preparation
o TA-50 Radioactive liquid waste treatment
o TA-54 Waste disposal and interim waste storage

6.2 Savanneh River Site

Pit Production Facilitv
o Building 232-H
o Located about 7 miles from site boundary
o Seismic hardened construction
r Pit fabrication area distributed over 2floor levels
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. Three-stage radioaotive material confinement system will be instaltedo Area enclosed by existing PIDAS
o Preparation ofnew sAR and environmental documents required
o Approximately 24,500 squaf,e feet class I hardened space available
. Currently free of plutonium contamination

Other Iadlities G-Area)
o Plutonium storage Facility - capacity for 338 shipping containers and

nmrlocla rr.iirra aooot,dvsgvJusgBv! -9ue]l

o New Special Recovery
- Class I seismic hardened construction
- Three stage confinement system
- Some existing equipment to be replaced

o F-Canyon, Room 307 - Selected for Reduction Operations area
o All identified af,eas axe radiologically clean

6.3 Nevada Test Site

Pit Reuse Facilitv
o All new construction adjacent to the DAF
. Design compliant witl nonreactor nuclear facility requirements
o Utilities extended from the DAF
o Enclosed within the DAF PIDAS
r Located 20 miles from site boundary

Other Facilities
o DAF - assembly/disassembly operations
o Low-level waste disposal facility

6,4 Pantex Plant

Pit Reuse Faciliw
o New capability established in four modified bays in existing Building l2-l}4
o Will be upgraded to nonreactor nuclear facility standards
o Will tie into existing site utilities
r Enclosed within existing PIDAS
o Located I mile from site boundary, agricultural land use surrounds site

Other Facilities
r Building 12-116

- Recertification and requalification functions
- Meets nonreactor nuclear facility standards
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7. Engineering and Technical Assessments

7.1 General Engineering and Technical Uncertainties

The technical uncertainties associated with pit manufacturing and reuse are:o Need improved methods/solvents for cleaning pit components
o Need method for packaFng and bagless transfer of stabilized resiilueso Need improved plutonium density meazuring method
o Need definition of requirements, processes, and equipment for requalification and

reuse of intact pits

7.2 Los Alamoc National Laboratory

TheLA}{L has not produced pits for stockpile. The several dozen pits that LAlrlL did
produce over t,he years were intended for use in nuclear orplosive test devices and did
not have production certification. The LAI{L has hired Rocky Flats personnel with pit
manufactunng e4perience personnel to zupport other missions. These personnel would
hglp to minimizs plant layout and startup problems. The LAI.IL has also produced
plutonium metal (1980s) and Pu-238 heat sources (cunently) to specification and on
schedule.

The LAI'IL production capacity is limited by radiation q,(posure and in line storage
capacity because of space constraints. An industrial engineering study is in progress to
provide alternatives for making the most effective use of the existing rpu"". 

- -

Savannah River Site7.3

7.4

The SRS assumes that much ofthe technology and processes can be transferred from
LANL. SRS has never produce! pits, and lacks experience and understanding of the
requirements for precision machining, process control, inspection, and certifiJation.
The DOE believes that the times and costs allotted by SnS for proof-of-development,
process prove-in" and start-up will be greater than projected. Adjustments were made
to the site data to account for these greater uncertainties. Plutonium purification and
stabilization processes that are in the current baseline technology should be replaced in
order to achieve waste minimi2ation objectives. Development and demonstration of
new processes a.re required. The SRS proposal would result in introducing plutonium
contamination into Building 232-I\ which is presently free ofplutonium contamination"
and also into areas of F-Area which axe presently radiologically clean.

Nevada Test Site

The NTS has never had a production mission and, therefore, lacks experience in the
requirements for nonreactor nuclear facility design and operation, precision machining,
process control, inspection, and certification as they apply to pit zubassemblies. There
are no on-site technical resources available to staffthe functions associated with
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recertification, requalification" and reuse of intact pits. Qudified resources would need
1s !s imported or local workers trained.

7,5 Pantex Plant

Pantex is currently performing all of the recertification functions required to return
existing pits to the nuclear weapons stockpile. Anticipated requirements beyond those
for recertification include replacement ofpit tubes, addition of external shells, internal
zurface inspection, and bactftl with specification gas. All of these functions have not
been performed at Pantex and would require development of equipment, procedures,
and worker qualification programs.

Cost, Transition, and Implementation Schedules

Pit Fabrication and Plutonium Component Reuse

The analyses of cost data for LAl.lL and SR S alternatives are zummarized in Table 8.I
and detailed in Tables A-l and A-2. Table A-1 shows the cost of pit manufacturing
that would be incremental to existing Stockpile Management (SM)-funded plutonium
activities at LA},{L. Table A-2 reflects the DOE cost for the pit manufacturing mission
at SRS. Because the SM Program is not currently funding plutonium operations or
infrastructure at the SRS, this cost is incremental to the SM Program. As discussed
above, the SRS allowance for process prove-in was adjusted by adding time and cost.
The cost values parallel the LAI.{L approach, and are the costs of the midyear staffing
levels for the three years preceding first production. It is aszumed that the end-of-year
levels ue l0Yo, 50o/o, and 100% of the steady-state levels for those three years. The
rationale for these zubstitutions is that staffing should increase to the steady-state level
as all parts of the program progress toward maturity. Additional cost was added in the
"proof of development" category again parallel to the LAI.IL approach, to cover the
task of getting the equipment and processes up to performance standards prior to
attempting process prove-in. In addition, the costs for the maintenance upgrade project
for TA-55 and the SM Program at LANIL were also added to the capital and project
management costs ofboth alternatives because these are costs associated with
continuing the SM mission. The LAI'{L incremental cost was used in the analysis to
avoid double-counting infrastructure costs already paid by the SM Program.

The costs incremental to Defense Programs are shown below.

fncremental Program Costs Pit Manufacture/Plutonium Reuse

Site Total Project
Cost

First
Production

Steady-State

Operating
Cost

Total Cost
Over 25 Years

Net
Prese,nt

Value
LANL $312 M 2003 $28.9 M $3,264 M $1.876 M
SRS $488 M 2006 $58.9 M $3,864 M $2.169 M
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t.2 Reuse of Intact Pits, Recertification, and Requalification

The data zubmitted by NTS and Pantex are sunnarized in Tables A-3 and A-4. These
tables reflect fully burdened cost to DOE to establish and perform the mission at the
respective sites. The allowances for process prove-in were judged to be too short and
understaffed, especially considering that reuse and requalification functions have never
been performed previously at any site. As described in Section 8.1, new values were
developed. Included in the costs for NTS are the estimates for packing and shipping
equipment (10% of equipment value) and for sampling, leak testing, packagrng, and
shipping the strategic reserve pits to the NTS.

The steady-state operating costs derive from a relatively small activity that will be
colocated with assembly/disassembly operations. Approximately 20 personnel would
be involved in these pit-related firnctions at the assembly/disassembly site.

The steady-state operating costs presented in Tables A-3 and A-4 are the sum of the
full-time-equivalent staffng and other program costs for only the pit zupply option.
Benefits of resource sharing with other site programs are assumed in preparing
estimates ofinfrastructure costs. The rezults of the analysis are presented below.

Total Program Cost Analysis
fntact Pit Reuse, Recertification, and Requalification

9. Ranking Criteria S'mmary

Ranking f,actors and attributes were developed by the Steering Group and provided to
the sites for analysis. This section zummarizes the DoE rankings of the site
alternatives. The sites provided self-assessments against these criteria, as well as site
ranking of competitive alternatives. DOE used all ofthese data sources in developing
its site lnnking.

9.1 Ilescription of Ranking Factors

Basie Production Capability to support Scheduled lvork - represents a
measurement of technical risk for the site alternative, as reflected in the maturity of
current production-related technologies. Technologies that have been used previously
or a^re in current ut. ssels high.

Site Total
Project Cost

First
Production

Steady-State
Operating

Cost

Total Cost
Over 25 years

Net PreseNrt

Value Cost

NTS $31.1M 2004 $2.3 M $87.9 M $s4.4 M
Pantex Plant $r4.2 M 2004 $1.8 M $47.7 M $27.9 M
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Capability of Production rnfrastructure to Support Scheduled Work - also
represents a measurement of technical risk for the site alternative, as reflected in
maturity of the production zupport infrastructure. Infrastructure elements that
currently support production activities, such as numerical control machining, product
engineering, precision fseling and gaging, NDT/I.IDE, precision assembly and joining
score high.

Minimize Cost - measures the overall cost of an alternative to provide the specified
product. Low investloent and steady-state operating cost score high. The cost ranking
algorithm to develop the ranking is:

Rank value = (Lowest Site NPV Cost / Site NPV Cost) x 100.

of Pit

of Intact Pit

10. Analysis of Ranking

f0.l Pit Manufacturing/Plutonium Reuse

Basic Production Capabilitv to Support Scheduled Work: This criterion addresses
technical risk with respect to the present situation at the site. The LAI.IL currently has
technology elements applicable to plutonium fabrication in operation or in use in
development programs, and was scored high on this criterion. The SRS has never
manufactured pits and although the site assumed a process flow sheet which employs
proven technology, lack of experience in the exercise of tlat technology poses a
technical risk with respect to timely startup if SRS were selected. The SRS was
assigned a lower score on this basis.

Capability ofProduction Infrastructure to Supoort Scheduled Work: This criterion
addresses risk associated with past and present demonstration of competency in
production management. Both sites have demonstrated production management skill.
In the case of SRS, scheduling of fuel fabrication, reactor charging and discharging,

Score
Ranking Criteria LA}.IL SRS

Basic Productim Capability 90 70
Capabilitv of Production Infrastnrcnre 92 50
Minimize Cost 100 86

Score
Rankine Crihria Pamsr( NTS

Basic Production Capabilitv 85 50
Capability of Production Infrastnrcture 100 50
Minimize Cost 100 5l
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separations, and product purification were critical to the success of the site mission.
These activities are considered to be zufficiently different from the functions required
for foundry management, fabricatio4 and assembly of precision components that a
lower score was assigned to SIIS in this area.

The LAI'IL fabricated pits and other device components to specification and schedule
for nuclear explosives tests, zupplied substantial quantities oipurified plutonium metal
to Rocky Flats in the 1980s and currently is manufacturing encapzulated heat sources
to specification and schedule in zupport ofthe NASA Cassini mission. The LA}.{L was
assigned a relatively higher score in this area.

Mnimize Cost: Discussions ofthe adjustments to cost data are presented in Section 8.
The algorithm for ranking is shown in Section 9. Because Defense Programs is not
funding a plutonium production"mission at SRS currently, all costs for the SRS pit
mission are incremental to the Defense Programs budget. In contrast, Defense
Programs currently funds essentially all ofthe infrastructure cost ofplutonium
operations at LAI'IL, much ofwhich is capable of zupporting a small pit manufacturing
mission without augmentation.

10.2 Reuse of Intact Pits, Recertification, and Requalilication

Basic Production Capabilitv to Support Scheduled Work: This criterion addresses
technical risk with respect to the present situation at the site. Of the three mission
elements, Pantex has performed one and NTS, none. The processes associated with
recertification and reuse of intact pits have not been firlly defined or performed at any
site, consequently there is expected to be some risk of timely startup at either site, but
substantially more at NTS because of the lack of e4perienced personnel.

Capability ofProduction Infrastructure to Support Scheduled Work: This criterion
addresses risk associated with past and present demonstration of competency in
production management. Production is and has been the mission at Pantex, and is
scored high in this area. Missions at NTS have been largely related to zupport of
nuclear e4plosive test programr, and although scheduling and cost managemetrt a^re

clearly a competency of NTS, the lack of experience in production management incurs
a sizeable risk, as reflected in the NTS score in this area.

Mnimize Cost: Discussions ofthe adjustments to cost data are presented in Section 8
The algorithm for ranking is shown in Section 9.

Ll.. Stockpile SensitivityAnalysis

An analysis of the sensitivity of the cost estimates to production rates was performed to
investigate the relationships between capital investment, workforce strength, and
production quantities. The results show that, as with any factory, most capacity
increments are gained by eliminating single choke points in the production network.
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These may be very small items, such as an analytical balance, or a major item such as a
hot isostatic press.

tl.l Pit Manufacturing/Plutonium Reuse

The analysis for pit manufacturing consists of estimating the procurement and
installation of zufficient equipment to produce 100 pits per year with single-shift, five
days per week operations, versus an equipment capacity of 50 pits per year for the
baseline case. The steady-state operating costs are the same as the base case reported
in Section 8.

LAl.lL The high case pit manufacturing capacity would require locating additional
equipment in three rooms in the 100 Wing of PF-4. The burdened cost for this
increment consists of

Strip out existing equipment - $ 5.4 M
Relocate displaced progranN - $ 9.4M
Procure and install new equipment - $29.0 M

Total: $43.8 M

SRS' The high case pit manufacturing capacity would involve facility rearrangement
and installation of additional equipment in Building 232-H. The project cost estimate
for this increment is:

Direct labor and materials - $12.0 M
Other project costs - $ 7.6 M

Total Project Cost $19.6 M

It should be noted that this capital increment has the capacity to manufacture up to 250
pits per year, utilizing continuous multi-shift operations, with an annual operating cost
increment of $98.1 M above the base case (20 pits per year).

ll.2 Reuse of Intact Pitso Recertification, and Requalification

The low and high case excursion analysis for Pantex is presented in Tables A-5 and 4-6
in Appendix A and summarized below. Data from the NTS for the excursion cases was
not available, however, like Pante4 NTS would equip a fourth bay and add personnel
to provide additional capacity.

Sensitivity Analysis for Pantex Plant

Case Total Project
Cost

First
Production

Steady-State
Operating

Cost

Total Cost Net Present

Value Cost

Low $13.s M 2004 $1.2 M $38.0 M $23.6 M
Hish $17.9 M 2004 $1.4 M $47.4 M $29.5 M
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Figure I - Gumulative Pit Manufacturing NpV Gosts
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Figure 2 - Gumulative Pit Reuse NPV Gosts
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1. Executive Sr nmary

This report summarizes the information contained in the Secondary Factory Alternative
site Reports zubmitted by the Y-12 Plan! Los Alamos National Laboratory, and
Larrurence Livermore National Laboratory. In additioq the DOE evaluation of these
reports is presented including the analysis of costs and ranking ofthe proposals based
on the SSM PEIS Stockpile Management Steering Group evaluation criteria.

The secondary factory is required to include the minimum equipment to assure that one
of any weapon secondary in the future nuclear weapofft stockpile can be fabricated.
The secondary factory will operate at a level of activity that insures production
competence. This sizing and production approach is called capability based capacity,
and is consistent with knoum production requirements. All secondary factory
alternatives are for a capability based capacity using proven production processes
currently at the Y-12 plant. The exceptions to the use of proven production processes
are either new processes or the reliance on commercial vendors for materials or
components.

Los Alamos National Laboratory GA}IL) proposes to reestablish production processes
within existing facilities while integrating the desigq engineering, materials, and
production capabilities using the existing support infrastructure. The LAl.lL is
proposing a flexible work force with technicians performing multiple similar tasks for
production as well as for research and development activities.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory GLNL) proposes to duplicate most
production processes currently used at the Y-12 pl*t io existing llf.n facilities One
new building would be required for enriched uranium storage. The LLNL proposes to
use the existing infrastructure (with additional staffing and or equipment) to provide
health, and safety support; fire protection; human resources management; material
control and accountability; waste management; and safeguards and security. The
LLNL would establish a separate management structure to perform the needed
production operations, quality assurance, and certification activities. The LLNL further
proPoses to establish a flexible workforce dedicated to the production mission with
about l0% ofthis worldorce to be hired from outside the laboratory.

The Y-12 plant proposes to downsize and consolidate secondary factory functions into
about l0% of the current plant foot print. The remaining production facilities and most
support facilities would be brought to a safe shutdown for transition to environmental
restoration. The Y-12 plant further proposes to staffthe production operations with a
flexible workforce that is much smaller than the workforce required for capability
maintenance today. Implementation of this proposed flexible worldorce would require
restructuring existing bargaining agreements at the Y-12 plant.
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For each secondary factory alternative, the transition cost to the receiver site was
estimated by the receiver site (except the EU Strategic Reserve transportation costs
were estimated by DOE) while transition costs at the donor site were estimated by the
Y-12 plant. Annual steady state operating cost at tle receiver site were also estimated
by the receiver site. The DOE made some adjustments to the cost estimates based on
various independent DOE evaluations to ensure comparable cost comparisons. In
addition each proposal was ranked by DOE for technical risk in the areas of basic
production capability and capability ofthe proposed production infrastructure.
Ranking scores are shown below.

Rankine Criteria
Score

Y-12 LAI{L LLNL
Basic Production CapabiliW 98 87 88
Capabilitv of Producticn krfiastruchtre I tvl 80 78
Minimize Cost 100 94 88

A stockpile sensitivity analysis (cos| was performed to determine if either a larger or
smaller stockpile size would rezult in differences in the rankings of the tbree secondary
factory alternatives. The rezults of this analysis, zummarized below, indicate the size of
the stockpile does not change the cost ranking order for the secondary factory
alternatives.

Low Case and Base Case Hieh Case
LAI.IL LLNL Y-12 LAl.lL LLNL Y-t2

Total transition cost $2.912.8 $3,073.7 $2.325.4 $2.739.0 $3.144.2 $2.330.6
Total annual
operating costs* $200.1 $204.7 $199.9 $207. l $211.0 225.2

25 year NPV cost $6.384.6 $6,623.0 $5.922.8 s6.477.7 $6.698.9 $6,355.2* trncludes steady state operating cost at receiver site and overhead during D&D at donor site

2. Introduction

This report summarizes the information contained in the Secondary Factory Alternative
Site Reports submiued by the Y-12 Plant, LAllL, and LLNL, In addition" the DoE
evaluation of these reports is presented including the DOE analysis of costs and the
DOE ranking of the proposals based on the SSM PEIS Stockpile Management Steering
Group evaluation criteria.

The Secondary Factory Alternative Site reports address those frrnctions currently
assigned to the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. These functions include the
material preparation, fabrication and waste management ofhigbly enriched uranium
components, depleted uranium components, special materials comFonents (including
lithium salt, Fogbank, Seabreaze, and otler components), nonnuclear components
(including steel, aluminum, ceramic, and tungsten-nickel-iron components). In addition
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the disassembly, assembly, and stockpile zurveillance of secondary assemblies of the
above components is included in the firnctions of the secondary factory.

The Secondary Factory Alternatives were developed by the ssM pEIs Secondary
Working Team. The team was chaired by DOE, AL and included representatives from
DOE-DP, O& S& LAl.lL, LLNL, Y-12 Plant, PantexPlant, and SavannahRiver Site.

Assumptions & Requirements

Assumptions used for preparing the Secondary Factory Alternative include applicable
stockpile Management steering Group aszumptions, secondary working Team
aszumptions, and site specific aszumptions.

Stockpile Management Steering Group Assumptions applicable to Secondary
Factory Alternatives are listed below.

Workload
o NWSM forFY 1995 (consistent with START tr and Nuclear Posture Review)
o Capabili8 based capacity would be established at any alternative site. Additional

capacity will be established if driven by demand
c 120 zurveillance weaporut per year
. Capacity sized for single shift operations
o Known dismantlements processed at existing sites (others wait for new site)o Strategrc reserye HEU will be stored at a DP site separate from excess IIEU

- CSAs at the assembly/disassembly site
- All forms at fabrication site
- Navy aszumed to manage storage of Nary IIEU

C ap abilitv Reouirements
o Production and R&D collocation alternatives will be consistent with any

Stewardship Alternatives
o Production capability will be consistent with the enduring stockpile

Operating Constraints
o The assumed production capability gaps between Secondary Factory donor and

receiver sites is 4 years
o IIEU fabrication" processing and/or storage (in forms other than CSAs) will be

considered only for sites that have existing infrastructure for these materials

Cost Estimatine Constraints
o D&D costs are not decision costs
o Facilrty landlord costs during D&D are a decision cost
o Estimated time to accomplish D&D atY-12 is 30 years
. Safe Shutdown and work force restnrc-turing costs identified
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o Relevant Environment, Safety & Health, Safeguards and Security; and Conduct of
Operations requirements will be satisfied for each option

Secondaly Factory Working Team Assumptions. The secondary factory will have
the following basic capabilities.

o

a

Enriched uranium capability including casting, metal working, machining, chemical
recovery testing inspection, assembly, disassembly, quatity evaluation, material
storage, and waste management.

Depleted uranium and binary alloy capability including casting, metal working,
machining, plating/finishing, testing, inspection, material storage, and waste
management.

Special Materials factory capability including Lithium chemistry metal and salt
production" seabreaze, Fogbank, and DAP production. In additio4 the special
materials capabilities include forming, machining, inspection, testing, material
salvage/recovery, material storage, and waste management for all special materials.
Nonnuclear material and component capabilities for steel, aluminum, polryinyl
chloride, graphite, tungsten-nickel-iron, ceramics, assembly, plating/finishing,
container refurbishment, tooling, inspectio4 testing, and waste management of all
nonnuclear material streams.

In addition to meeting workload requirement for the enduring stockpile,
components will be fabricated for approximately five hydrodpamic tests per year.

a

The Y-12 specific assumptions are that capability will be maintained by one of the
following approaches:

o Operation of processes within the reduced factory footprint
o Commercial procurement of services or materials
o Subcontract services from other DOE facilities
. Preproduction and storage of materials

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANI,) specific assumptions are that production
and research and development (R&D) processes will be collocated and that costing will
be based on incremental staffng required over and above tle staffing required for the
LAI.IL R&D mission. In addition, LAI.IL will use a flexible work force with production
workers cross trained to perform multiple functions for the multiple material and
component capabilities.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) specific assumptions are

o Production operations would be housed in existing buildings
o The LLNL Health and Safety, Materials Management, Waste Management, and

Safeguards and Security infrastructures are adequate to support production needs
with some additional staffing or equipment
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A storage facility for HEU strategic reserve of all forms must be added within the
"Superblock" proteoted area (most ofthe IIEU strategic reserve will be stored at
the assembly/disassembly site)
A separate management structure will be required to imFlement production
operation and quality assurance activities

The defined workload requirements for the secondary factory is one replacement
secondary annually; evaluation of secondary components from the nuclearureapons
stockpile; and the fabrication ofjoint test assembly secondaries for use in the stockpile
evaluation flight test program. This base workload level could continue for the
foreseeable future;therefore the secondary factory would be equipped and sized to
insure that one of any secondary in the post START II nuclear weapons stockpile could
be fabricated and delivered to the assembly/disassembly facility if required. Operations
of the secondary factory in FY 2005 and beyond are planned for single-shift operation
with a workload that insures the DOE is capable of manufacturing secondary
components.

4. Description of Proposed Altemative

All secondary factory alternatives propose establishing with, few exceptions, a
capability based capacity using proven production processes in use at the Y-12 plant.
The exceptions to use ofproven production processes are defined new processes or the
reliance on commercial vendors for materials or components.

Los Alamos National Laboratory @ANL)

The LAI.{L proposes to reestablish production processes within existing facilities while
integrating the design" engineering, materials, and production capabilities. The LAl.lL
is proposing a flexible work force with technicians performing multiple similar tasks for
production as well as for research and development activities. In addition, LAIIL
proposes to use existing infrastructure capabilities for zuch functions as environmental,
safety, and health management; program management; production control; logistics
support; nuclear materials control and accountability; safeguards and security; and
waste management.

LAl.lL "does not equate baseline technologies with exact duplication of production
equipment, floor plans, work plans, or work force." LAl.lL proposes to use the
following modifi ed processes:

Enriched Uranium
- Vacuum induction casting using existing furnaces with noncarbon crucibles

without an argon lance

- Near net shape casting of enriched uranium blanks
- Argon furnaces for preheating billets prior to rolling

a
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Depleted Uranium
- Vacuum induction casting using existing firrnaces with noncarbon crucibles

without an argon lance
- Double vacuum Arc Remelting for binary alloy ingot production
- Plasma torch melting for recycle of scrap binary metal
- Commercial procurement oflarge rolled plate
- Argon furnaces for preheating blanks prior to forming

Special Materials
- Elimination of t,he lithium salt salvage and wet chemistry operations. LANIL

would demonstrate production capability with pure feed materials, but would
evaluate direct recycle of lithium salts with scrap being disposed by LAI.{L
Waste Management

- Hot isostatic pressing Gm) with argon pressurization and anneali4g during the
HIP cool-down process

o NonnuclearComponents
- LANL proposes to use commercial and government furnished (i.e., the DOE

nonnuclear component factory) products to the ma:<imum extent possible

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)

LLNL proposes to duplicate production processes currently used at the Y-12 plant
(with some exceptions) in existing LLNL facilities. One new building wou6 bt
required for enriched uranium storage. LLNL proposes to use the existing
ffiastructure (with additional stafrng and or equipment) to provide health and safety
zupport; fire protection; human resources management; material control and
accountability; waste management; and safeguards and security. LLNL would establish
a sepaf,ate management structure to perform the needed production operations, quallty
assurance, and certification activities. LLNL also proposes to establish a flexible
worldorce dedicated to the production mission with about l0% of this worlforce to be
hired from outside the laboratory.

LLNL proposes to use the following processes instead ofthe current Y-12 plant
production processes:

r Enriched Uranium
use of coated refractory metal crucibles and molds rather than graphite
crucibles and moids for casting operations
Argon fi.rrnaces for preheating billets prior to rolling
CSA assembly in a super-dry box rather than a dry room
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a

a

Depleted Uranium
- Use of electron beam melting for production of binary alloy instead of the

current vacuum induction melting followed by two vacuum arc remelting
operations

- Commercial procurement of rolling services for depleted and binary uranium
plate

Special Materials
- Use of a bi-polar cell for production of lithium metal fiom lithium chloride

rather than the current electrolytic cell process

- Elimination ofthe lithium salt salvage and wet chemistry operations
LLNL proposes direct recycle with disposal of scrap and the capability to
replace process losses with nerp salt materials

Nonnuclear Components
- commercial procurement of tungsten-nickel-iron fabrication services
- Commercial procurement of ceramic forming and machining services
- Commercial procurement or procurement from the DOE nonnuclear factory of

steel and aluminum components
- Commercial procurement or procurement from other DOE production facilities

of plasma sprayed components

Y-12 Plant (Y-12)

The Y-12 plant proposes to downsize and consolidate secondary factory functions into
about l0% of the traditional plant footprint. The remaining production facilities and
most support facilities will be brought to a safe shutdown for transition to
environmental restoration activities. Some portion of the buildings not used for the
secondary factory is aszumed to be used by environmental restoration activities until
the environmental restoration is completed. The Y-12 plant proposes to consolidate
and use existing production processes with the following exceptions:

Enriched Uranium
- Preproduction of purified enriched uranium feedstock zufficient to zupport the

defined workload for 100 years and the placing of the uranium metal
production process in cold standby.

Special Materials
- Elimination of the lithium salt salvage, wet chemical recycle and purification"

and lithium hydride and deuteride production operations. The Y-12 plant
proposes to preproduce purified lithium hydride and lithium deuteride in
sufficient quantity to support the defined workload for 100 yeaf,s. The Y-12
plant proposes the use of direct recycle of lithium sdts with disposal of scrap
and the replacement of process losses with preproduced materials. The Y-12

o
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t.

plant further proposes to use commercial vendors for any lithium salt
requirements should the workload increase in the future.

Y-12 plant also proposes to staf the production operations with a flexible workforce
that is much smaller tian the workforce required for capability maintenance today.
Implementation of this proposed flexible workforce will require restructuring existing
agreements with the various unions at tle Y-12 plant.

Process Descriptions

All tlree proposals use the same basic production processes with minor variations (i.e.,
the use of material preproduction or procurement of certain materials, comFonents, or
services from commercial firms or from another DOE factory). General process
descriptions are provided below.

Enriched Uranium (EU) Process

The EU process provides finished EU components and products. The production of
EU components and products requires the following five primary operations:

o Melting and casting
o Metal working including forgrng, rolling, and forming
. Machining, inspectio4 and oertification
o Chemical recovery ofEU residues from various process af,eas
e Securefeedstock and in-process storage

Depleted Uranium (DU) Process

The DU process produces unalloyed and alloyed depleted uranium material and
provides finished parts. The DU process uses the following four primary operations:

o Melting and casting ofunalloyed material
o Melting and casting ofbinary alloy (uranium,6% niobium) material
o Metal working including forging, rolling, and forming
o Machining, inspection, and certification

Special Material Process

The special materials process provides finished lithium hydride and lithium deuteride,
DAP (diallyi phthalate), Fogbant and Seabreaze components. The Fogbank and
Seabreaze materials and operations descriptioilr are not presented here because of
classification.
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The primary operation for special materials (except for Fogbank and Seabreaze) are
given below.

Lithium Process
o Lithium metal recovery from lithium chloride
o Lithium hydride and lithium deuteride production
o Lithium hydride and lithium deuteride powder production and forming
o Machining, inspectio4 and certification
. Disposal ofwaste lithium hydride and lithium deuteride

storage of deuterium gas, lithium, lithium chloride, lithium deuteride, lithium
hydride, and in process components

DAP Process
o Formulation ofDAP based molding compound
o Compression or transfer molding of DAP oomponents
o Machining, inspectioq and certification

Nonnuclear Process

The nonnuclear process fabricates certain components and zupplies materials for use in
the EU, DU, and Special Materials processes. The primary product streams are
urethane foams, steel and aluminum, stainless steel cans, ceramics, PVC, and tungsten-
nickel-iron. The principle operations include the following:

Urethane foams
o molding, curing, and trimming
. machining, inspection, and certification

Steel and Aluminum
o heat treating
. machining, inspection, and certification

Stainless steel cans
o metal working, including forming and heat treating
o welding
o machining, inspection, and certifioation

Ceramics
o hot and cold isostatic pressing
. machining, inspection, and certification

PVC
. dipping, casting and curing
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Tunesten-nickel-iron
o powder blending
o isostatic pressing
o sintering
o machining, inspection, and certification

Assembly/Disassembly/Quality Evaluation Process

Assembly operations assemble piece parts into zubassemblies using joining techniques
such as welding, adhesive bonding and mechanical joining. Disassembly takes retired
weapons apart and prepares the piece parts for recycle or disposal. Quallty evaluation
receives zubassemblies from the stockpile evaluation facility at the weapons assembly
plant, disassembles these units and performs test and evaluation activities relevant to
reliability and safefy.

lVaste Management Process

6.

Each secondary factory alternative site has proposed using established infrastructure
processes for management of solid waste, wastewater, and organic liquid waste
treatment, storage, and disposal as well as management of airborne pollutants.

Facility Descriptions

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)

The LLNL proposes to establish secondary factory operations in existing facilities with
some construction required for equipment installation.

Enriched Uranium (EI4. Assembly. Disassembly. and Surveillance
The LLNL proposes to perform EU operations including assembly, disassembly, and
surveillance in portions of buildings 332 and 334. These buildings are within the
Superblock of special nuclear materials facilities within the Perimeter Intrusion
Detection and Alarm System (PDAS). Nondestructive evaluation (radiography) of
EU components and subassemblies would be performed in Building239. The PIDAS
would be expanded to include building 239. Other buildings to be used for mass
spectrometry and laboratory analysis of small Bllt samples include buildings 177,222,
235, 251, and possibly building 331. A new "Butler type" building would be
constructed within the PIDAS zone for storage ofEU metal in modular storage vaults.

Depleted Uranium (Dtl"l
LLNL would prepare binary alloy billets in building 175. Most DU and binary
operations for component fabrication would use buildings 231, 321, and322.
Nondestructive evaluation of material samples and components would be perfonned in
buildings 177, 222,229,235,251, and327 .
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Special Materials
Special materials fabrication would be performed in buildings 231 and24l.
Nondestructive evaluation would be performed in building s 177, 222, and 235. Mnor
seismic retrofits would be required for building 241.

Nonnuclear
LLNL proposes to conduct nonnuclear component operations in the "extended building
321 areacomplex" consisting ofwings d B, and C of building 321 andbuildings 327,
329, and322. The security fences and boottrs for controlling access would be
reactivated for zupport on nonnuclear manufacturing activities. In addition, some
nonnuclear fabrication would be performed in building23l.

Y-12 Plant (Y-12)

The Y-12 plant proposes to consolidate secondary factory production processes in
seven major facilities. Currently, many of the material processes are housed in those
facilities. Nondestructive evaluation and physical testing operations would be
performed in building 9204-zE. Storage of tooling would be in building 9996.

Enriched uranium (EUl. Assembly. Disassembly. and surveillance
The EU operations would be conducted in buildings 9212,9215, and 9998. Assembly,
disassembly, and surveillance (quality evaluation) operations would be perforrred in
building 9204-2E.

Deoleted Uranium (DI-I)

Y-12 proposes to consolidate DU operations including binary alloy operations in
buildings 9201-5N, 9212,9215, and building 9998.

Special Materials
Special materials operations would be conducted in buildings9204-2 and9204-2E.

Nonnuclear
Nonnuclear operations would be conducted in buildings 9201-5N, 9215, and 999g

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)

LAl.iL proposes to establish secondary factory operations in existing facilities with
some construction required for equipment installation.

Enriched Uranium (EU). Assembly. Disassemblv. and Surveillance
LAIIL proposes to conduct EU operations in three wings ofbuilding sM-29.
Significant modifications to this building are required. Costs offacility security
upgrades for CMR ($12 M) are also included in the LAI.IL Pit Factory Proposal.
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Should LAl.lL be selected for both secondary fabrication and pit fabrication, the cost of
the security upgrades would be deleted from one of the estimates.

Depleted Uranium (DU)
LAl.lL proposes to conduct DU operations in buildings sM-35, sM-66, and SM-102.
Nondestructive analysis would be conducted in facilities in TA-8 while chemical
analysis would be performed in SM-29.

Special Materials
LANIL proposes to conduct special materials operations in buitdings SM-35, SM-66,
and SM-141. Nondestructive analysis would be conducted in facilities in TA-8 while
chemical analysis would be performed in SM-29.

Nonnuclear
LAl.lL proposes to conduct nonnuclear operations in buildings SM-39, SM-66, and
SM-141. Nondestructive analysis would be conducted in facilities in TA-8 while
chemical analysis would be performed in SM-29.

7. Engrneering and Technical Assessments

Y-12 Plant (Y-r2)

The Y-12 plant has identified two areas requiring process development activities.
Vacuum arc remelting (VAR) for production of binary alloy billets, and direct recycle
oflithium hydride and deuteride.

Process development and characterization of VAR is currently underway and lacks
only additional characterization of machined parts from the binary alloy produced with
the VAR process. The risk is considered to be low.

Process development and characterization of direct recycle of lithium hydride and
lithiurn deuteride needs to be performed. Material properties must be determined for
mechanically reprocessed salts. If heavy metal contamination is a problem" some means
of reducing this contamination must be developed. This process development and
characterization activity is not considered to be a major barrier to implementation of
direct recycle of lithium salt parts.

Los Alamos National Laboratory (IllNL)

The LAl.lL proposes to do minimal process development (no process development
costs were identified) thougb they plan to modi$ several processes:

Enriched Uranium
- Vacuum induction casting using existing furnaces with noncarbon crucibles

without an argon lance
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- Near net shape casting of enriched uranium blanks
- Argon furnaces for preheating billets prior to rolling

Depleted Uranium
- Vacuum induction casting using existing furnaces with noncarbon crucibles

without an argon lance
- Double Vacuum Arc Remelting for binary alloy ingot production
- Plasma torch melting for recycle of scrap binary metal
- Argon furnaoes for preheating blanks prior to forming

Special Materials
- Hot isostatic pressing Gm) with argon preszurization and annealing during the

HIP cool-downprocess

a

a

LAl.lL believes these process modifications have been demonstrated on a R&D scale.
However, DOE believes additional process development, qualification and prove-in
would be required for the above processes. DOE also believes additional unquantified
process qualification and prove-in would be required to assure the reestablished
processes are useable in a production mode.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LI,NI.,)

LLNL proposes process development activities for the following processes:

Enriched Uranium
- use of coated refractory metal crucibles and molds rather than graphite

crucibles and molds for casting operations
- Argon furnaces for preheating billets prior to lelling
- CSA assembly in a super-dry box rather than a dry room

Depleted Uranium
- Use of electron beam melting for production of binary alloy instead of the

current process of vacuum induction melting followed by two vacuum af,c
remelting operations

a

a

a

a

Special Materials
- Use of a bi-polar cell (instead of an electrolytic cell ) for production of lithium

metal from lithium chloride

In addition, LLNL has identified alternate processes to be investigated for possible
production use including the following:

Enriched Uranium
- Independent temperature control for casting molds for near net shape casting
- Development of near net shape casting using dilute alloy EU
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Dry machining of EU in an inert atmosphere to allow direct recycre of
machining chips

Depleted Uranium
- Use of spin forming for fabrication of case parts

Special Materials
- Long term storage of lithium salts from weapors returns in a safe manner free

from tlread of ignition or chemical reaction

8. Cost, Transition, and Implementation Schedules

For the secondary factory alternatives, the receiver site transition costs were estimated
by the receiver site (except the EU Siraiegic Reserve transportation costs were
estimated by DOE) while transition costs at the donor site were estimated by the Y-12
plant.

Transition costs at the receiver site include capital investment; mission transfer-
receiver; process developmen! qualification" and process prove-in; provide staff-
receiver; annual operating cost during transition-receiver; and EU strategic reserye
transportation costs. For the Y-12 doumsizing option" Y-12 is both the receiver site
and the donor site.

Transition costs at the donor site include component prebuild (applicable to the Y-12
option only); mission transfer-donor; workforce restructuring costs; donor zupport
for transition; annual operating cost during transition-donor; retired csA
dismantlement costs; facility shutdown costs; and site overhead during D&D. Because
the aszumed D&D period for Y-12 is 30 years and the cost analysis only covers a 25
year intenral (FY 1996 tluough FY 2020) that portion of overhead during D&D cost
occurring after the receiver site begins steady state operation are considered an annual
operating cost. That portion of overhead during D&D that is expended prior to the
receiver site reaching steady state operations are included in the transition cost for
purposes of cost analysis of the alternatives.

Transition costs were estimated using the following transition schedules.

O

o
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Table 8-1 - Proposed Transition Schedules

Annual steady state operating costs at the receiver site were also estimated by the
receiver site. The following table zummarizes the staffing and materials costs estimated
by each site. DoE has revised the LAlrlL FTE costs by adding l2ol0, as was
recommended in the independent cost evaluation report.

LAl.lL and LLNL site alternatives require the EU strategic reserve in the form of CSAs
to be moved to the assembly/disassembly site for long term storage. Two alternatives
were considered for the assembly/disassembly site--the Pantex Plant and the Nevada
Test Site. For this evaluation, the cost of transporting the strategic reserve is
considered to be the average of the two estimates (i.e., costs to move the reserve to
Pantex * cost to move the reserve to NTS divided by 2). Detailed cost analysis for
each ofthese options was also performed and documented by DoE AL.

Table 8-2. - Stafiing and Materials Cost Estimates
Steady SAte Operations after Transition

(FY 1995 $ in Millions)

Y-t2 LA}IL LLNL
FTE $ FTE $ FTE $

Direct
Labor 8l $9.5 99 $8.3 78 $7.0
Materials 1.8 5.2 3.6

Direct Support 26 2.9 l9 1.70 76 7.6
Operations Support 7T 1.0 4l 3.6 3l 2.9
Facilities Srmoort 36 8.9 l14 12.9 53 5.2
Overhead Application 243 38.1 150 Il.t 236 2t.t
TOTALBT]RDENED 457 $68.8 423 $42.8 474 s47.4
Date Steady Sute Achiwed I'Y 2003 F"r 2004 tr'Y 2004

LA}IL Y-12
Event StartFY EndFY Staxt FY End FY Start FY End FY

Facility Mods including
eguipment installation 1998 2003 1998 2000 t997 1999
Iwe,ntory and Records
trander t997 2002 1998 2002 N/A N/A
Process Develmment

Qualification & Process
Prove in - QE process 2000 2000 1999 2000 1998 2003
Qualification & Proccss
Prove in - All other
processes 2000 2003 2001 2003 1998 1999
Facilitv Shut Dovm 1996 2008 1996 2008 1996 2004
First Production Unit FY 2004 FY 2004 FY 2003
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Dismantlement of CSAs that will be retired in order to reach START tr stockpile
quantities represetrts a significant workload. This workload would rezult in any
secondary factory site alternatives including an excessively large dismantlement
capacity. Therefore, two dismantlement options were considered for dismantlement of
retired CSAs. The first option assumes that CSA dismantlement will end at the end of
FY 2000. Weapon dismantlement activities would continue at the assembly/
disassembly facility to meet START tr stockpile limits. CSAs that are removed from
retired weapoilt after FY 2000 would either 1) be declared excess and turned over to
the Fissile Materials Disposition facility for disposition, or 2) be stored at the
assembly/disassembly facility for later shipment to the secondary factory for
dismantlement as worHoad and facility capacities permit. The second dismantlement
scenario assumed that CSA dismantlement work would be completed at Y-12. If Y-12
is the selected site, dismantlement will continue th,rough FY 2007. If Y-12 is not the
selected secondary factory, dismantlement would be aeeelerated to be completed at
Y-l2by the end of FY 2004. Cost estimates for both dismantlement scenarios have
been developed by Y-12 and accepted by DOE. CSA dismantlement option 2 is the
option presented in this report.

Table 8-3 - Transition Cost Estimates
(FY 1995 $ in Millions)

I;{I{L LLNL Y-12
Donor transition cost $2.734.3 $2,734.3 N/A
Receiver transition cost 178.5 339.4 $2.325.4

Total $2.912.8 $3,073.7 $2.325.4

Table 8-4 - Steady State Operating Cost Estimates
(FY 1995 $ in Millions)

LANL LLNL Y-t2
Annual overhead durine D&D costs $ 157.3'r $157.3* $ l3l.l0
Annual operating costs 42.8 47.4 68.75

Total annual costs $ 200.1 $ 204.7 $ 199.8

* The overhead during D&D is $154.10 in FY 2004; and $157.30 beginning in FY 2005

Figure 8-l depicts the net present value of,the cumulative costs (transition costs plus
annual operating costs) for each of the site alternatives and the No Action Alternative.
The No Action Alternative assumes that no downsizing of the Y-12 plant would occur
and that the workload described above is the workload beginning in FY 2004. The Net
Present Value (I.{PD cost was calculated by year for 25 years for each alternative using
the latest Office of Management and Budget discount rate for comparing alternative
projects.
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Figure 8.1 -Secondary Factory Gumutative NpV Costs
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9. Ranking Criteria Summary

The ranking criteria for the SSM PEIS were provided to each working team. The
criteria are used to assess technical risks @asic Production Capability and Capability of
Production Infrastructure) and relative costs. Table 9-l summarizes the criteria and
ranking of secondary factory alternatives.

Table 9-l - Summary of Ranking Criterit Scorcs

Rankine Criteria
ScoreAssimed

Y-12 I-AI{L LLNL
Basic Productim CapabiliW 98 87 88
Capability of Prodrction Infiastucture 100 80 78
Minimize Cost 100 94 88

10. Analysis of Ranking

Basic Production Capability
The Y-12 is currently performing the secondary factory mission for the DoE.
Consolidation into a smaller footprint would not create additional risk to the mission.
Y-12 does propose to modify two major processes, which adds minimal risk.
Therefore, Y-12 was assessed a rating of 98 for basic production capability.

LAI.IL proposes to reestablish most of the processes currently in use at Y-12. They
have identified ten process areas that would be slightly modified from the y-12
processes. LAI'{L has not demonstrated these processes, which increases their risk
relative to Y-12. A score of 87 has been assigned to the LAI.IL proposal.

o
o

=E
o
G
=oo
I'
6

IL

--FlSAction
+Y-12
-#LANL
+-LLf\L
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LINL proposes to reestablish all but tlree processes currently in use aty-12. Of the
tbree proposed process changes, tle use of the bi-polar cell for lithium metal
production has only been demonstrated on a laboratory scale and represents tle
greatest risk. In addition, LLNL does not have production experience in the other
processes to be reestablished. For these reasons, a score of 88 was assigned by DOE
to the LLNL proposal.

capability of the Production rnfrastructure to support scheduled work
Y-12 has a proven production infrastructure that will be doumsized to support the
capability based capacity workload. This is a very low risk approach; theiefore, a
ranking of 100 was assigned to Y-12.

LAl.lL proposes to incrementally add staffto tle existing research and development
protogpe fabrication infrastructure to zupport production. Because of the diffferent
requirements for the production infrastnrcture, especially in the areas of production
control, conduct of operations, and production quality as$lrancg the incremental
approach will carry added risk. Therefore, LA},IL was assigned a rating of 80 for this
evaluation factor.

LLNL proposes to provide the production infrastructure in a manner similar to LANL.
LLNL was rated lower than LAI.IL because LLNL has less experience in production.
Therefore, LLNL was rated 78 for this evaluation element.

Minimize Cost

The alternatives were ranked relative to each other based on the results of the NpV
cost analysis performed for a 25 yeu interval. The rating was calculated by dividing
the alternative cost NPV by the lowest alternative cost NPV and multiplying by 100.
The NPV analysis spreadsheets are attached in Appendix A to this section.

11. Stockpile SensitivityAnalysis
The stockpile sensitivity analysis was performed to determine if either a larger or
smaller stockpile size would result in differences in the rankings of the tlree secondary
factory alternatives. The basis for the proposed secondary factory alternatives is the
START II stockpile. The sensitivity analysis assumed a higher stockpile level in line
with the "hedge" option of the Nuclear Posture Review. For a lower stockpile option
that would align with the "lead" option of the Nuclear Posture Review, a stockpile size
of about 1,000 warheads was aszumed.

The secondary factory alternatives were proposed to zupport a workload requirement
of one secondary per yea^r to replace units destroyed by stockpile ev'aluation testing. In
addition, the secondary factory was required to include the minimum equipment
required to insure that one of any secondary in the post START II nuclear weapo$r
stockpile could be fabricated and to operate at a level of activity that would insure
production competence. This approach is called capability based capacity. The
secondary factory would be sized, equipped, and operated to a capability based
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capactty basis; therefore, zupport of a stookpile size less than the base START tr
stockpile would also result in the need for capability based capaclty. For the high case,
the assumption was made that the secondary factory would be equipped for a single
shift operational capacity of 100 secondaries per yeaf,. The factory would be operated
at arate ofabout 20 secondaries per year.

Teble 11-1 Stoclpile S€ndfivig Analysis Cost Comparimn
t995 ln

* Includes steady state operating cost at receiver site and overhead during D&D at donor site

NOTE: LLNL believes they would not need to add additional direct or direct zupport
staffto accommodate the high case workload. Based on its independent evaluatio4
DOE increased the LLNL operating cost estimate by about 15 Yoto accommodate
additional direct and direct zupport stafffor the high case.

The Y-12 estimate for the high case assumes reactivation of the lithium recycle
capability and the EU metal recovery capability. Operation of these additional process
capabilities would require the proposed increase in operating costs.

Low Case and Base Crse Hich Case
I.A}IL LLNL Y-t2 LA}IL LLNL Y-t2

Totaltransition cost $2.912.8 $3,073.7 $2.32s.4 $2,739.0 $3.t44.2 $2,330.6
Total annual
operating costs' $200.1 $204.7 $199.9 $207.1 $211.0 225.2

25 vearNPV cost $6.3E4.6 $5.623.0 $5,922.9 $6.477.7 $6.698.9 $6,355.2
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l. Executive Summary

The alternatives for High Explosives manufacturing af,e to transfer production
responsibility to LAl.lL and/or LLNL, or to downsize the Pantex Plant. These three
sites have fully capable IIE fabrication capabilities. The High Explosives (HE) Team
comprised of both DOE and contractor representatives from the proposed sites
reached a conse$us on flowsheets, technologies employed, operating bases, and
waste management strategies needed to fulfill the HE mission. The HE Manufacturing
Overview Block Flow Diagram and a tabulation ofProducts and Capabilities
comprising the tIE mission are shown below.

If selected, any of the three alternatives have the capability to carry out the IIE mission.
LLNL maintains HE research, development, testing and fabrication capabilities at its
remote Explosives Testing Area, Site 300, and at its High E4plosives Applications
Facility (IDAF) at the main LLNL site in Livermore, Ca.
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Products Caoabilities

lvfanufacturing Process Development
Support Stoc$ile Stewardship
Forurulation
Synthesis
Surveillance
Lfain Charge Lfarufacturing

- Plessitrg

- tvta*ining
- Subasseinbly

- Receiving/Storage

- QA - mechanicaUchemicaUtest lire
- Disposition

Energetic Component ldanufacturing
- Pressing

- lv{achiniry

- Subassembly

- QA-nechanicaVchuricaUtest fire
- Disposition

IIEs
- HlvO(

- TATB
- PETN

- HNS

- RDX
Bind€rs

- Gaericpollmers
- KelF 800

- Estane

- VitonA
- Silicones

lvlain Charge Formulations

- PBX9s0r
DDV ncnt

- rDL 2JVa

- I,)(-17
Initiation IIEs
- PETN

- HNS

- TATB
- 1x47,IX-10

Mock IIE Fornrulations

DOE FIE fabrication at LLNL would remain well within historical disposal capability
limits. Also, LLNL has over 100 experienced [IE-capable personnel to meet
fabrication requirements. LLNL has limited e4perience in production quality and
certification tlrough recent weapon program work.

The I{E processing facilities at LA}IL were designed and built for production scale
operations and were operated as production facilities supplytng nuclear weapons HE
components for many years. LAI.IL has continually upgraded and modernized
processing equipment in these existing facilities to provide protoq/pe IIE components
to meet hydrodynamic and Nevada Test Site (NTS) program requirements. LAl.lL also
has facilities for environmental, safety, and performance testing ofHE and HE
assemblies. The capacity ofthe LAl.lL IIE plant exceeds Weapons Research and
Development and Testing (WRD&T) program requirements. The projeoted production
at LA}IL would not tax or require full capacity ofthe existing infrastructure. LAhIL
has all the facilities and equipment needed to carry out a production mission. No new
construction or major equipment transfers from the current production plant would be
required to support the IIE production mission at LAllL.

Expected qrpes and quantities of HE wastes from WRD&T and production fabrication
activities at LAhlL are withitr crurent state and federal waste disposal permits.

Pantex has been manufacturing main charge explosives and components to be
incorporated in nuclear weapons in excess of 40 years. There are two possible FIE
production configurations at Pantex. One is a stand-alone HE factory the other is

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives l0-2
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collocating e4plosives operations with assembly/disassembly. (The tIE Team evaluated
the ramifications ofthe lE, factory not being collocated with assembly/disassembly and
agreed this was not a technical iszue.)

Buildings at the Pantex Plant designated for use would require virtually no
modifications, are modern, and are constructed as explosives manufacturing facilities.
The only excepion is the plan to renovate a 1980s building to accommodate the
formulation activity which is currently residing in an aging facility.

Introduction

This report identifies, defines, and evaluates tbree alternatives for the LLNL, LAIIL,
and Pantex sites to provide HE materials, their procurement, formulation, component
fabrication, characterization" surveillance, quality evaluation, related storage
requirements, and disposition to meet U. S. nuclear weapons requirements in the
future.

3. Assrnptions

The aszumptions that forrr the basis of these proposals include all the assumptions of
the SSM PEIS Stockpile Management Steering Group, the Requirements Working
Tearn" and the High E4plosives (HE) Working Team.

The nuclear weapons stockpile in the yeu 2004 is assumed to require 150 sets of
explosive components for weapon refurbishment and I l0 sets for weapon rebuilds
annually. The proposals presented in this document describe the technical capability
and corresponding cost estimates necessary to support this base-case level of effort. A
stockpile sensitivity analysis is also provided in Section 1l describing how transition
and steady-state operating costs would be affected by stockpile sizes smaller and larger
than the base case.

There are no instances of the same facility being earrrarked for use by multiple
activities or by different PEIS teams at any ofthe three alternative HE sites.

4. Description of Proposed Alternative

LLNL proposes to provide the facilities, equipment, and infrastructure to satisfy the
current production requirements for the High Explosives fabrication mission for all
weapon systems in the enduring stockpile. All of the capabilities described will be
located at LLNL either at the main site High E4plosives Application Facility (HEAF)
or at the Explosives Test Site 300. The health & safety, materials manngemsnf, and
materials characterization (NDE, test fire and chemical anatysis) ffiastructures af,e
already in place and available to support the production function as well as the R&D
function. No significant upgrades to IIEAF are required.

2.
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Site 300, which is dedicated to all aspects of high explosives research" development,
testing, and production is situated on 1l square miles in California's Central Valley,
fifteen miles east of the main LLNL site. It is not necessary to ship significant quantities
oftlE (>10 grams) between the two LLNL sites. Site 300, like IIEAF, is a fully self-
contained installation. There are no public roads at the site. Population encroachment
is not believed to be an iszue. The DOE HE fabrication quantities will involve levels of
IIE waste generationwhich are well within disposal capability limits.

The capacity of the LAl.lL's IIE plant exceeds R&D mission requirements and can
eastly accommodate the required production load. LAI.{L proposes to use the existing
rIE facilities, equipment, and infrastructure to satisfy the future production
requirement. The equipment and processes used in the tIE manufacturing processes
are very similar and in some cases identical to those used at the Pantex Plant for
production.

An inconsistency in costs and FTEs allocated to tIE operations could not be resolved
with Pantex personnel and required DOE to make an adjustment to estimated costs.
The Pantex budget representatives allocate 365 FTEs and $28M to current IIE
activities, while Pantex HE representatives esrimato 242FTEs and $l7M for tIE
production. DOE worked from the $28M number in deriving neaf, term operating
costs.

All or part of 25 separate facilities at the Pantex Plant currently contribute directly to
the plant's HE mission. For the year 2004 and beyond, the number of facilities
operating in the explosives arena can be reduced to I I or 12. Alt of these buildings are
currently housing the explosives operations for which they were designed. There
would be no start-up or transition cost for these facilities. Capital funds are proposed to
relocate explosives formulation from a 1940s vintage building to a 1980s design.
Formulation activities would be rezumed in their new location within one year from
receipt of capital funding. There are no production processes to be transferred and no
unanticipated environmental risks. All facilities identified under the plan meet federal
regulations and DoE orders for explosives manufacturing. By collocating HE
fabrication and weapon assembly/disassembly at the Pantex Plant, costs and risks
associated with explosive transportation are less than for the laboratory alternatives.

With minor exceptions, LLNL and LAl.lL propose to duplicate the processes used for
HE component production at the Pantex Plant. Exceptions are those few cases where
process and/or product improvements can be made or where it is both feasible and less
expensive to purchase components or services. LAI.IL does not require new facilities
or the transfer of major processing equipment from the Pantex Plant. LLNL requires
$3.3 M of construction and site upgrades. Pantex would require $3.0 M to renovate a
1980s building to accommodate the formulation activity which is currently residing in
an agtng facility

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives t0-4
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HE stafrng would need to be increased at the laboratories to deal with the added
workload. Most additional staffwould be expected to come from reassignments within
the laboratories. In certain cases, skilled individuats from the donor site would be
offered positions. The quantities ofmaterial and parts to be produced - even at the
highest anticipated levels - are well within current laboratory capabilities with some
minor facility modifications and upgrades.

Transportation of classified product from the FIE Plant to the assembly/disassembly
plant ifthey are not collocated, would be performed by commercial vendors which
meet DOE safeguards and security criteria for transporting these classified components
as well as DoT requirements for safe packaging and shipping ofIIE components.

The technical risk associated with any of the tbree alternatives for the HE production
mission is judged by DOE to be low. ES&H risks are expected to be low as well.
Risks to communities are small due to the remoteness of all the sites and the
preoautions taken to deal witl olplosive operations.

Process Descriptionsf,.

The IIE fabrication process produces e4plosives main-charge hemispheres, small fIE
components, e4plosives test specimens, and mock components. The products are
fabricated from explosive materials, mock e4plosive powders, plastic and metal
components, electrical components, hardwarg assembly materials, and smalt HE
components, some of which may be fabricated off-site. All explosive materials are
certified for use in nuclear weapons prior to component fabrication. Certification
requires extensive analytical, mechanical and e4plosive testing. Process-related
support systems and functions af,e also required. Examples of these technical and
logistical support systems are;materials analysis, non-destructive testing, mechanical
testing, test fire, tool design and engineering, e4plosives receiving, explosives
packaging, production planning and scheduling, equipment maintenance, high capacity
chemical storage, explosives disposal, control system programming, and process
control systems. The solid and liquid waste streams generated by the IIE plant
operations for any ofthe alternatives would be processed to meet state, federal, and
DOE requirements for the various tlpes ofnon-hazardous, hazardous, radioactive, and
mixed wastes.

6. Facility Description

Most of the tIE fabrication plant at LLNL would be located at Site 300 with some
facilities located at the main site. The HE plant operatiorut are based on a single shift
per day, 5 days per week, and 50 weeks per year. Maintenance time and scheduling for
manufacturing operations would be based on equipment and facility requirements.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives l0-5



LLNL Site 300 is zurrounded by multiple fences for security. All security access af,eas
meet DOE safeguards and securities standards for the prescribed activities associated
with HE main-charge fabrication and associated activities.

LAhIL is located in north central New Mexico. The laboratory occupies a 43 square
mile area oflos Alamos County and is divided into 38 technical areas (TAs). The tIE-
testing and llE-processing facilities, located 5 miles from the town site population
centers, occupy more than half of the 43 square mile area. The topography sf finger-
like mesas and canyons aids safety and security by allowing the deployment of
ntrmerous facilities and testing sites in relative isolation from each other. The mesa
tops and canyon bottoms, which serve as explosive firing sites and process facility sites
are situated well above ground water aquifers. Although the facilities are in remote
locations, they are well integrated into the infrastructure of the Laboratory. They all
have intrasite transportation connections, so that transportation of explosives and
components on public roads is not of concern for operations. Because of their
locatioq tIE facilities are well buffered and are not zubject to population pressures.

The LAI'{L HE plant processing facilities currently operate on a l0 hour per day,4
days per week (Monday through Thursday) sohedule for 50 weeks per year.
Maintenance personnel that zupport the tIE processing equipment work a 5 day per
week/8 hours per day schedule. Actual operational schedules would be dependlnt on
workload and scheduling requirements.

Summary 6f lligh Erplosives f,'acilities
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7.

The Pantex Plant is located in the Panhandls of Texas in Carson County. It is about lZ
miles northeast of doumtoum Amarillo (population 150,000) and 40 miies soutlwest of
Pampa (population 21,000). The plant is located on a 16,000 acre portion of,tle
formerPantex Army Ordnance Plant. Pantex consists of 425 buildiigs containing

ely 2,500,000 square feet, ofwhich explosives operations currently oicupies
400,000 square feet.

The HE plant processing facilities operate on an g hours per dayl5 days per week
schedule. Routine and preventative maintsnanse is conducted as needed and scheduled
consistent with minimiing 1fus imFact on workload and schedule requirements.

Engineering and Technical Assessments

The LLNL and LAI.IL formulation, slmthesis, and fabrication processes would require
production qualification. Establishing the production and conhol processes necessary
for production qualification represents a risk at a research and devllopment laboratory,
however DoE has zuccessfully qualified laboratory processes for production
applications in the past.

At LLNL, the major process uncertainty is associated with the scale-up of the Molten
Salt Destruction reactor for tIE disposal (as a future replacement for the current
process of tIE open burning). While the MSD process is proven in principle, some
uncertainty is inherent in the scale-up of bench-scale process equipment. Publio
acceptance of MSD technology over the baseline open-burn destruction currently used
is likely. LLNL plans to implement MSD technology to replace IIE open burning if
development success continues. The only significant facility modification at LLNL is
the need to increase the hydraulic line diameter for the isostatic press to improve daily
tfuoughput.

Since the Pantex Plant is currently the manufacturing center for DOE e4plosives and
related products and the processes used have been developed and implemented, there
would be no technical uncertainty in continuing to do this work at pantex.

Cost, Transition, and Implementation Schedules

The cost to relocate the HE mission to LLNL is about $31.5 M, 64yo of which is donor
site costs at Pantex. The cost to relocate the tIE mission to LAI{L is about $33.3 M,
60% of which is donor site costs at Pantex. @antex estimates the costs for Workforce
Restructure, Facility Shut Down and Site Overhead During D&D will be about $20 M
for all relocation alternatives.) The cost to downsize the Pantex HE mission is about
$10.9 M. The following table details these costs for all tbree sites.

8.
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II\NL LLNL Panter Plant
FY96 EY97 Fr98 FY99+ Totel FYg6 FY97 Fr98 FY99+ Total Fr96 FY97 I"r98 FY99+ Total

Initial Invostmcrd

Capital Construction 0 0 0
Rocoivcr 0 3,300 3,300 125 1,525 300 3,000
Dmor 0 0 0

Projccl Support 0 1,006 1,006 50 30 20 100

Corponert Prcbnild 0 0 0

MissionTruNfcr 0 0 0

Rccciver El3 9t6 t,729 1,001 1.093 2,O94 0

Donor 225 225 450 220 t30 350 0
Proccs Dovolopmcnt 180 180 360 0 0 0 0

& Proccss I,lll t,E24 2,935 s7( 57( I,lrlt 0

L}v€ft€ad Incroase 100 3,2t5 4454 7:769 I,lE7 2.374 3,561 0

Wod<forcc Rcslructuro at PX r,450 t,450 2,900 1,450 1,4J0 250 500 500 t,250
Facili$ ShutdovmrrPX zE00 6,000 13,800 z8o0 6,000 13,t00 1,588 792 5,900
PX Sito Ovodrcad durins D&D 200 800 800 1,600 3,400 200 t00 t00 1,600 3,400 300 200 100 600

TOTAL 300 15,594 t5,E49 1,600 33343 200 t4.034 t5.7t7 1,600 31,55I 42s 5,E75 335E I,l9 10,850

t T_--f
-lit I t ]

-
-

LI

Summary of Transition Funding Requirements by Fiscat Year
1995 Dollars in

It was not straightforward to estimate the annual costs to operate the tIE plant. DOE
chose to aszume that the costs of operating the HE plant at each site would be
estimated as increments to the assumed site missiotrs. Pantex was assumed to have the
weapons assembly/disassembly missio4 and the HE costs were estimated as
incremental to that mission. Likewise, LAl.lL and LLNL were assumed to continue
their research and development missions, and the HE costs were estimated as
incremental to that noission. The LLNL projected incremental increase rn cost for
manufacturing HE components is $560K per year; LAl.lL incremental cost increase
was estimated at $2.3 M; and Pantex incremental cost increase was estimated at
$2.25 M. These costs are shown in detail in the following table. These costs are not
large when compa.red with other weapon production missions for any of the sites.
Currently, Pantex allocates $28.2 M to HE activities.

About one year from project staf,t, Pantex could complete all equipment relocations
and the I l-50 building renovation. Operations would be re-established by the
beginning ofFY98.

The transition period for transferring to either LAl.lL or LLNL is estimated to take two
yeaf,s. It would be necessary for Pantex to remain operational to produce FIE
components until the receiver site became operational. This is because HE main charge
components may exhibit dimensional instabilities when stored for more than six
months. Extrudable IIEs also have a limited shelf life of six to eight months. Because
of these concenn, it is not feasible to prebuild IIE components to cover the two year
transition period.
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Summary of Operations Funding Levels
(FY 95 $ ln thousanG)

The cumulative Net Present Values (IrIPD ofthe transition and incremental annual
operating costs for the various alternatives are graphically presented below. The data
for this graph are shown in the Net Present Value Costs And Savings tables (2 pages)
at the end of this section.

HE Fabrication Cumulative NPV Costs for Base Case Workload

96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 't3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Flscal Year
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Direct labor $1,841 $6Eil $337 $814

Dlrect Suppott $1,616 $394 829.3 $450

Operations Support $17,736 $9r/ $814

Facilities Support

Overhead Application $6,r/5 $201

TOTAL BURDENED $28,170 $2,2 $560 $2,2j7s

oate Steady-State
Achieved based on Sept
]6 ROD

Exists Oct-97 Oct-98 Oct-gE

+Costfortansbning b Two Labs

--'r- Operations Levnl/No Action At at PX

+ Costfortransbning b LLNL

-+ Cumulatire costbr downsizing PX

+- Costbrtransbning b LAIL
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9. Ranking Criteria Summary

The table below shows the numerical scores the DOE assigned to each criterion of each
site's proposal.

Criteria
Score

Pantex LAI{L LLIIL Two-Lab
Caoabilittv of Process Technolosies 100 96 92 94
Capability of Production Support Infrastnrsture 100 70 65 68
Minimize Cost 100 100 100 78

10. Analysis of Ranking

The narrative below explains why DOE assigned the above scores to each proposal.

Ranking Factor: Basic Production Caoabilitv to Support Scheduled Work

Both laboratories proposed to use the baseline technologies currently used at Pantex.
Both laboratories have in the recent past produced HE components in numbers greater
than and at specifications comparable to those required for production. Bot,h
laboratories were, therefore, given substantial but not full credit. LANIL was scored
slightly higher than LLNL since they have better pressing and machining capability and
more storage bunkers. All technologies required for tle HE mission have been
previously demonstrated at both laboratories. DoE judged it to be minimal technical
risk to transfer the IIE mission to either laboratory. The Pantex Plant, scores 100
because they have fully demonstrated existing production capabilities.

Ranking Factor: Caoability of Produstion Infrastructure to Suoport Scheduled Work

Both laboratories have experience with a production support infrastructure needed to
sustain production. LAl.lL is currently establishing a production infrastructure for the
manufacture of detonators, and LLNL has had a production infrastructure in place in
the recent past. Based on the maturity and relevance ofthe current state oftheir
respective production infrastructures, their scores were assigned as shown. The Pantex
Plant, because their production infrastructure is in place and exercised, scores 100.

Ranking Factor: Mnimize Cost

The cost score was determined by giving the lowest 25 yeu cumulative cost a score of
100. The cost scores for the other alternatives were then calculated by dividing them
into the lowest cost. (Since the costs did not vary by more than l0% which is well
within the accuracy expected for preconceptuaVplanning estimates, all sites were given
the same score of 100.)

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 10-10
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11. StockpileSensitivityAnalysis

The sensitivities ofthe costs to the assumed workload for alternative stockpile sizes are
shown below. The one-timg up-front costs (i.e., doumsizing or transition) as a function
of differing stockpile sizes do not vary significantly for any of the alternatives. Annual
operating costs after transition or downsizing varied, but not directly proportional to
t.he decrease or increase in assnrmed workload. There is a large fixed indirect charge
associated with HE operations for each alternative.

Comparison of Sensitivities to Stockpile Size

Dollars in Thousands
Plant

Cost l$10,950 l$10,850 l$10,800 l$31,317 l$3r,3l I l$:r ltz l$ro,zsz l$r J77 l$tr,J7-1$4t"000

Total FTEs aa: 90r l10r s4 176 lllo 166 lat lss t42
Steady-State Ops
Cost

$5,036 $6,120 t7,551 $3,986

l$s,s76 l$zs8r l$5,e37 l$7,s62 f- $l 1,513

* Estimated allocation

The last column in the above table shows the costs for a Two-Lab approach for the HE
production mission. The Two-Lab approach assumes each laboratory would zupport
the weapon systemt of their design. Based on the work load guidance provided to the
working teams, LLNL would need capability to support approximate$ the low case
stockpile and LAl.lL would need capability to zupport approximately the base case
stockpile. A Net Present Value Analysis for the Two-Lab option has also been
included at the end ofthis report.
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SSM PEfS Nonnuclear Report

1. Executive Sr npsry

The Nonnuclear Team as a zubgroup ofthe sSM PEIS steering group was charged
with developing and assessing viable altematives for the nonnuclear manufacturing
mission as it currently exists at the Kansas City Plant (KcP). There are two
alternatives proposed. One involves downsizing the existing KCP and the other
involves transferring the production responsibility for the KCP products to the weapon
laboratories. The laboratory alternative has four options to be evaluated. The
alternatives and options are shoum in Table l.l.

Table 1.1 - Alternatives and

The rezults of the DOE's ranking of the alternatives is given in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 - of Criteria for

2. Introduction

This report presents a summary of the data and information for each of the proposed
SSM PEIS alternatives for the nonnuclear manufacturing mission as it currently exists
at the KCP. In additio4 it presents any adjustments that DOE has made to the data to
reflect added uncertainties and the DOE's evaluation of the ranking of each proposed
alternative.

There are two alternatives proposed. One involves downsizing the existing KCP and
the other involves transfening the production responsibility for the KCP products to
the weapon laboratories. The laboratory alternative has four options to be evaluated.
In all four options SandiaNational Laboratories (SNL) would be assigned the bulk of
the mission responsibilrty for KCP products and Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANIL) would be assigned responsibilrty for inert components for high energy
detonators and assemblies. The LANIL and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) would be competing alternatives for the nuclear system plastic components

Designation Principal
Site

Site for
Reserwoirs. etc.

Site for
Plastics. etc.

Site for
Detonators. etc.

KCP KCP KCP KCP KCP
Lab A SNL SNL LA}IL LAI{L
Lab B SNL LAI{L I.AI{L LANL
Lab C SNL SNL LLNL LAI{L
Lab D SNL LAl.lL LLNL LAl.lL

Score Assiened to AlternativeRanking Criteria
KCP Lab A Lab B Lab C Lab D

Basic Production Capabilitv lo0 85 84 85 *4
Capability of Production Infrastructrue 100 74 73 74 73
Mnimize Cost 100 95 94 93 92

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives I l-r
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and pilot plant materials missions. The SNL and LAI.IL would be competing
alternatives for reservoirs, valves and nuclear grade steel missions. The alternatives
and options are shown in Table 2.1.

T 2.1- and

3. Assumptions & Requirements

The aszumptions utilized come from two sources. The first set of assumptions came
from the DOE steering committee for the SSM PEIS. The aszumptions that apply to
the nonnuclear alternatives are as follows:

r No LLCE support required for the inactive stockpile
. Capacity sized for a single shift operation
o D & D costs not considered decision cost
o Landlord costs during D & D considered a decision cost
o D & D timeforKCP - 5 years
o Safe shutdown and work force restructuring costs identified
o Relevant ES&H, S&S, and COO requirements satisfied

The second set of aszumptions that applied only to the nonnuclear mission came from
the Nonnuclear Working Team and is as follows:

o Proourement costs constant, independent ofwhich site procures the products
r Procured products defined consistent with zuppliers' capabilities and requirements,

with optimum use of dual use commercial technology
o Technology partnerships and work for others self-supporting and not part ofthe

Stockpile Management study
o Kirtland Operations work (cunently performed under the KCP operating contract)

remains unchanged and is independent of the nonnuclear consolidation study
r Costs based on same products and services
. Same product make/buy profile available at all sites
o Same purchase price for purchased product at all sites
o Same requirements regarding retention sflesling, materials, and records at all sites

Designation Principrl
Site

Site for
Reservoirs. etc.

Site for
Plastics. etc.

Site for
Detonators, etc.

KCP KCP KCP KCP KCP
Lab A SNL SNL LAl.lL LAI{L
Lab B SNL LAI.IL LAl.lL LAl.lL
Lab C SNL SNL LLNL I-Al.lL
Lab D SNL LAI.IL LLNL LA}IL

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives It-2
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o Content of Stockpils Improvement Program (SIP) defined (e.g., only known SIPs
will be considered)

o Required prebuilds at KCP defined, costed by KCP, validated by DOE
o Landlord costs 6d timing determined for individual sites (validated by DOE)
o Content and schedule for LLCE program and SST program defined
o Current security requirements
o Same DOE orders applied at all sites, unless specifically excepted
r Same product quality requirements at all sites

The alternatives were developed to accommodate current and future active stockpile
needs. The alternatives would, with a three-year notice, provide any conceivable
combination of components for 150 factory retrofits as well as 150 field retrofits per
year on a single-shift basis. These requirements are in addition to LLCE and the
stockpile zurveillance program (JTA and warhead rebuild) currently scheduled.

A generic set of products and services required to produce a tlpical bomb or warhead
was defined to provide a common basis for estimating. Minimum quantities per year
were developed to maintain a production capability for "in-house" manufactured
product. The matrix that evolved from this process is given below.

3-

Conponent System/lUC Annual Production
Rate

AF&F (W88look-alike - DOE parts only) MC38t0 36

Fireset MC397lA 72

RadardAntenna MC4033 12

Nose Assembly many 72

Electronic Component Assembly MC4389 72

Programmers MC3152 72

Accelerometers / ESDs tt/'ic.4t46l7 per TSSG reqts.

Pre-Flight Controller MC36r9 36

Coded Switches MC3764 12

TSSGs MO1396 12

Ortput Switches MC2935 12

PAL - Electrical & Mechanical MC288u2,MC290l 36

Timers MC3009 12

LACs MC4507, MOt5l5 per TSSG reqts.

Stronglink Switches MC2969,MC2935, MC383l per Fireset reqts.

ITA Assemblies rnany per schedule

SST Support includes SECOM and Kirtland Ops post 2003

Syntactic Supports w87 100

Analysis of Stockpile Management Altcrnatives r1-3



Component System/lUC Annual Production
Rate

Foam Supports B6t-3t4 100

Desiccants and Getters B6t-314 100 ea.

Detonator Cables 86l-3,4 75lsystem

Valves nany LLCEReqts.

Reservoirs nany LLCEReqls.

Cushions w87 100

Filledpolymers w87 100

PolymerPilot Facility nany 1s000 # r
Cellulff Silicone Compounding many ArX/Cushion

Amake-buy determinationwas made for each product or service. The KCp, SNL,
LAllL, and LLNL used the make-buy analysis to define the manufacturing area
requirements, the direct and direct support stafi, the infrastructure support stafi, and
productive material cost required to zupport anticipated production requirements. The
capacity ofthis basic capability zupports all current schedules and anticipated retrofit
needs.

4. Description of Proposed Altematives

A summary description of each site's proposed alternative with regard to nonnuclear
manufacturing is presented in this section.

KCP Proposal

The proposed alternative for the Kansas City Plant consists of changing the existing
plant and operational approach in four major aspects: l) physicatly reducing the size
of the facility, 2) changing the approach to manufacturing from product-based to
process-based, 3) reducing the zupport infrastructure appropriate for the right sized
operation, and a) further sfisamlining the organizational structure to focus directly on
the core manufacturing mission.

Physical Plant Size

Currently, the KCP consists of approximately 3.2 million squaxe feet of floor space
contained in three connected buildings. Approximately three million square feet of
floor space is core Stockpile Management (csM) funded. The KCp proposal and
earlier space consolidation initiatives would reduce the plant size to approximately 1.8
million square feet.

Production Approach
Currently, many production operations are centered around "product departments."
This is especially the case for electronic products, but also applies to some mechanical

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives tt-4
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and plastics products. In addition to creating redundant manufacturing capability, this
approach causes suppolt infrastrucflrre redundancies for functions such as engineering,
manufacturing management, etc. This approach is very inefficient in a low-workload
setting.

Under the new process-based manufacturing approach, similar processes are grouped
in a manufacturing module to fabricate a variety of products. The entire spectrum of
products required for nonnuclear manufacturing was analyzed to group the products
into three major factories: electronic, mechanical, and engineered materials. The
factories were then designed around major process modules. There af,e some
exceptions to the process-based approach; JTAs, transportation safeguards products,
special electronics, and reservoirs would continue to be product-based manufacturing
units because of either the uniqueness of the work or security concenn.

Oreanizational Restructuring
The organizational structure of the KCP has historically been a traditional functional
approach. Prior to June 1995, there were l0 functional divisions. The proposed
organizational approach focuses directly on the core mission to manufacture
nonnuclear components through tlree major factories. There would be three business
units (electronics, mechanical, and engineered materials) and trro support divisions, all
reporting directly to the plant manager. Each business unit would contain all of the
manufacturing operations and technical support required to perform its production
mission. One zupport division would provide general plant operations (e.g., facilities,
security, and maintenance) and the other would provide plant business systems
(accounting, human resources, etc.).

SNL Proposal

The SNL proposed alternative for the KCP is described by SNL as using five
strategies or themes: l) private-sector utilization; 2) flexible, reconfigurable facilities;
3) emergrng vision of modern manufacturing principles; 4) fully leverageable SNL
technical, professional, and support staff; 5) utilization ofthe existing SNL
infrastructure.

Private- Sector Utilization
The SNL proposal would have a greater reliance on the private sector to support the
production of nonnuclear componetrts. This approach provides an efficient utilization
of available private-sector capabilities and services to serye both SNL's current
missions and the proposed additional production assignments. In this alternative, a
large portion of the piece parts and components would be purchased from the private
sector. The parts to be purchased represent technologies that are common in the
commercial sector and so do not significantly increase the risks nonnally associated
with the outsourcing of products

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 11-5
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Flexible. Reoonfi eurable Facilities
Located with the design and development activities, these facilities would be smaller,
information-system robust, and rapidly reconfigurable, and would utilize best industrial
practices in operations. These facilities would focus on common process groupings to
serve a suite of products rather than being product-specific. This would increase the
utilization of each process, and eliminate duplication of equipment and personnel.

Emereine Vision of Modern Manufacturine principles
These principles include those embedded in the development of new engineering
procedures for Concurrent Engineering/Qualification @p40 1 099/1 00), the re-
engineering of SNL business practices, the development ofmodel-based design and
modern quality systems, and a willingness to move toward more efficient product
realization processes.

FullLleveraeeable SNL Technical. Professional. and Support personnel
The SNL proposal would draw from all disciplines of engineering and the physical
sciences currently available at the laboratory. For nearly every componentoiinterest,
the primary design engineer and a large cadre of engineers with related skills would be
available as resources that could be brought to bear on problems. In addition" there
would be a large process design organization that would participate in the protoqping
activity.

The existing infrastructure at SNL consists of all engineering and administrative
functions required to support the current researcb, development, and production
missions. The addition ofthe KCP nonnuclear component production mission would
require a modest addition to most elements of the existing infrastructure.

LANL Proposal

LAI'IL can support production of all components under consideration with the
exception of parylene coating, large scale (>5 gallon) pollmer pilot plant operations,
cellular silicone compounding, and certain filled polymer molding. Due to the small
scale and specialty nature of weapons components, most would be made internally.
Materials that would likely be procured include commodity molded materials, i.e.,
TPX, polyurethane elastomeric materials, and DAP components. Polyrrethane resin
currently fabricated at the pilot plant is made in relatively large lots and, as zuch, may
be procurable from outside vendors.
For reservoirs and valves, LANIL has zustained the capability for small scale fabrication
for valves and resenroirs in zupport ofresearch and development ofnew boost
systems, Nevada Test Site operations, and local hydrodpamic or other experimental
testing. LANIL would leverage the existing infrastructure through efficient use of
facilities and supporting technical and administrative personnel and use the close
proximity of tritium design expertise to maximum advantage. With the exception of a
few specialized processes required for the manufacture of 3T (Tenazzo) and Acorn,

Analysis of Stockpile Management Nternetives 1l-5
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the capabilities reErired to manufacture boost systems and to establish the nuclear
grade materials mission dready orist at LAl.lL.

LLNL Proposal

This alternative includes production or procurement of all plastic components,

polymers, and composite parts at LLNL. Specifically the productio4 including

potl-rt pilot planfoperations, would be confined to a consolidated area consisting of

five adjacent buildings. The major advantages of this alternative include process

capabiiity, p.rro*"ir*perience, collocated facilities for all nonnuclear plastic parts,

and enhancements to overall DOE R&D capability in plastics. This alternative also has

the advantage of being a small to moderate expansion within existing facilities rather

than a nrry Lg" de\nn-sealing of an existing facility or construction of a new plant.

t. Process DescriPtions

In all the proposals, the current existing KCP processes would be downsized at KCP

or transferred to u receiver site. No new processes a^re proposed. Additionally, more

outsourcing of product would be purzued. Outsourcing is preferred over making in-

house when theproduct designs become more compatible with commercial industry

technologies and capabilities.

The most fundamental difference in the business approach is between the KCP and

SNL proposals. Under the SNL proposal, a larger fraction of piece parts and

comptnents would be outsourced, while under the KCP proposal, many of these same

piece parts and components would be manufactured in-house.

6. Facility DescriPtion

KCP Facilities

The KCP physical plant would be downsized to approximately 1.8 million square feet.

The current configuration ofthe KCP is 3.2 million square feet, including defense

programs, environmental, and reimbursable funded operations. The manufacturing

suplort building (MSB), adjoining plating building, and technology transfer center

*o"tO be vacated. fo aOAition, major portions of the basement, the west side of the

factory, and the front offices of the main manufacturing building would bevacated'

The vaoated floor space would be returned to the General Services Administration'

Consolidation of operations and doumsizing of facilities to supPort DOE s nonnuclear

production mission would be accomplished at the KCP with design activities

scheduled to begin h FY 1998 and associated construction activities to be completed

in Fy 2002. The capital funding profile is given in Table 6.1 and the facilities sohedule

is given in Table 6.2.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives u-7
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6.1 - KCP

Table 6.2 - FacilitiesKCP

95$ $in

Schedule

SNL Facilities

The proposal is to construct a new production capability that would zupport both
component procurement and in-house manufacturing. Most oftle Acihiies would
reside on a common site. The cost model assumes tl. ur. of commercial sector best
business practices, rather than DoE orders, for the design and construction of tlis
complex. Commeroial sector best business practices *r-thor. practices ttrat would
tpically be used to design and construct in the private sector. The DoE has not yet
agreed to this approach. IfDOE Orders at" eoforced, the cost will increase.

This new stand-alone production capability would be located near an existing sandia
technical area for communications, site infrastructure, and engine.riog ,upporr th.
site would be located independent of other existing areas to t..p tn -ptoj".tion 

etrort
isolated from SNL's traditional mission. The newiomplex would consist of six new
buildings, of which four would be production facilitieslruut" 6.3). Also io.r"ara i,
the design is an office structure and a central utilities building. The entire.o',,pL* i,
surrounded by a security $ott with guards at each entrance. The six new buildings in
this alternative would total approximately.625,000 gross square feet (GSF) *J u.
situated on approximately 22 acres ofland- some. existing'uuildings, io.ruai"g goo,
820,894,905, 913, and others, would undergo minor moOificatioisi" 

"rrrp-ip* "fthe new workload- The extent of these modifications total approximatety si,obo csr.
The capital funding profile for SNL is given in Table 6.4.

Capital Construction F"r 1998 I|r 19gg F"Y 2000 F"r 2001

-. 

--'
Total

KCP 14,236 26,232 17,049 6,721 641237
- Electronics Factory 3,065 7,141 1,155 30 11,391
- Mechanical Factory 6,439 5,592 l,2oo 726 13rg46
- Engineered Ndaterials Factory 2,329 2,733 677 5,739
- Support Operations 2,405 10,776 14,016 5,965 33,162

Design Constnrction
Project Start Complete Start Complete Start Cnmnletc
Electronics Factory 01-98 03{l 09-98 12-99 06-99 0941
Mechanical Factory 0l-98 ll-01 l0-98 03{l 04-98 08{2
Engineered tvlaterials Factory 0l-98 lt{0 ll-98 08-00 ll-99 0541

0l-98 l24l 04-98 0542 0l-99 05{2

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives lt-8
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Table 6.3 - SNL Size

Table 6.4 - SNL Profile FY 95 $ and $ in thousands

LANL Facilities

Plastics production would occur at TA-16 in the 300 complor; including buildings
302,303,304,305,306,and307. Allbuildingswereoriginallybuiltforexplosive
operations and were made using reinforced concrete wall construction. All buildings
are connected by a series of enclosed hallways that are zuitable for forklift or powered
cart operation. The current plastics facility encomFasses buildings 304-307. Buildings
302 and 303 are currently being mothballed orused for short term operations.
Building 332 is a warehouse with limited utilities and would be used primarily as mold
storage. Raw material inventories and bonded storage would be located at buitding
302.

Pilot plant activities would be divided between TA-35, where polpner synthesis and
small scale (2 nd 5 gallon reactors) pilot capability currently resides, and TA-16,
building 340, bays 109 and I10, where the large scale high explosives pilot capability
resides. Polymer slmthesis activities at building 340 would be separated from the
explosives operations by both administrative control and structural boundaries.

Inert components for detonators would be fabricated at the DX-10 Detonator Facility,
TA-22, building 91. This facility is currently devoted to the R&D fabrication of inert
components for detonators.

Reservoir and valve production would occur at TA-3 in building SM-39. The building
now contains the main machine shops that zupport the laboratory's fabrication needs.
The building has a large loading dock and easily accommodates forklift and powered
cart operation. The capital funding profile for LAI'{L is given in Table 6.5.

X'acilities Description GSF
6.1.A OfficeFacilitv 110,000
6.1.8 Distribution Center Facitty 130.000
6.1.c Electronic Assemblv Facilitv 178.000
6.1.D Mechanical Assembly Facilitv 87,000
6.1.E Special Products Facilitv 60,000
6.1.F Crntral Utility Buildine 10.000
6.1.G Existine Buildine Modifications 55.000

A I.I:+:^-^t ai^-.j-- --. c-^^^smlsgrEr rJrraramnEgffiir? lit a&ic .,-\4(,r-r7'

Total 6t0.000

Canital ConstlTction Ir 1998 N'r u99 x"Y 2000 Fr 2001 x"r 2002 Total
SNL Summarv 10.965 55,346 112.180 35.972 5.887 220.250

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 1l-9



Canitd Construction x'Y 1998 x'Y 1999 Ir 2000 xr 2001 x"r 2002 Totel
Plastics, Detonators, &
Pilot Plant

0 0 1,530 1,530 1,530 4,590

Resemoirs, Vatves, &
Nuclear Crade Steels

495 5330 238 238 237 6,538

SSM PEIS Nonnuclear Report

Table 6.5 - LAIIL Profile intrY95$and$in

LLNL Fecilities

The individual facilities to be used for manufacturing would be within Limited Areas
or Exclusion Areas as required for security and safeguards. Support facilities would
be located both within and outside the security areas, but within the overall site
perimeter fence. Access to the overall site would be controlled at guardhouses located
at the entrances through the perimeter fbnce. LLNL has had for manyyears, and
continues to have, a large plastics fabrication missio4 primarily to support
prototlping, underground test devices, and hydro test components. These activities
have lead to the development of a significant nonnuclear component infrastructure.

The majority of the proposed mission would be incorporated in B23l and four other
buildings which are located within 100 meters ofB23l. The existing waste
accumulation af,ea and thermosetting waste treatment areas ofB23l are adequate.
Some zupport functions zuch as ES&IL human resources, and other stafffunctions
would be located in other areas of the LLNL site.

The B23l complex is designed and utilized as an industrial scale processing area. The
only new utility which has to be provided is a reverse osmosis high purity water
capability. This unit would be located inB232. All other utilities and HVAC are
present in existing facilities and upgrades are scoped in the construction estimates.
There is zufficient storage of all 6pes within the scoped facilities. This includes bulk
storage, separate bonded and general storage for both shipping and receiving, non-
conforming materials storage, support zupplies, in-process storage, and waste
accumulation areas. The capital funding profiie for LLNL is given in table 6.6.

Table 6.5 - LLNL Profile Ff95$and$in

7. Engineering and Technical Assessments

For the KCP, SNL, and LAI{L proposals, there are no teohnical issues or process
development requirements that need to be further defined.

Canital Construction x"r 1998 x"r 1999 x-Y 2000 I'Y 2001 N'Y 2002 Total
LLNL Summarv 822 2,055 2,466 2.055 843 8,239

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives l1-10
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. The LLNL proposal identifies two areas where process development needs to be
done. First it would be less costly if the current cellular silicone process could be
scaled doum. This has been tried at the KCP without sucoess and therefore there is
some uncertainty regarding the ability to implement scaled down production. The
orignal development work at LLNL was done using mixing and milling equipment
much smaller than that used in production. This indicates that a scale down is
possible. However, there is an allooation of space inB23l to install the full scale
equipment ifthat is needed.

Seoond, this alternative is scoped to include molding of small TPX parts. Process
development is required to allow for a change in TPx grade from RT-18 to DX845.
This change would allow a commercial vendor to provide machinable blanks for large
parts. There is an area set aside in B23l as a contingency for installation of the 28
ounce injection molding machine from KCP in case commercial availability of blanks
is not feasible.

8. Cost, Transition, and Inplementation Schedules

KCP Proposal

The following narrative and tabular data summarize the costs for doumsizing the
KCP. Table 8.1 depicts all the activities necessary to support the KCP transition.

Table E.f - KCP Transition Costs 95 $ in thousands

Table 8.2 provides a sunmary ofthe KcP FY 1995 core Stockpile Management
budget, the comparative nonnuclear production baseline for the year FY 2004, and the
steady-state CSM budget projection for the year FY 2004.

x'Y 1996-Xr 2003

Cost Element
Direct/

IDirect Support Xhlly Burdened

CapitaUConstruction

Pre-fitle I Sryport

Qualification & Process Prove-in

WorKorce Restnrcture

Facili8 Shutdown

$54,506
1,624

1,720

19,263

3.021

$64,237
1,624

2,811

19,263

4,357

KC - Total Cost of Transition st0,134 s92,292
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Table 8.2 - State Costs: KCP F"f Baseline FY KCP F"r 04

Work force restrucnring and employee termination costs would be required to adjust
the work force to doumsized requirements. Involuntary terminatioffl are estimated at
549 over the years FY 2000 through FY 2003. A one-time restructuring charge of
$35,000 per employee was used to calculate the cost of work force restructuring.
Recent DOE Headquarters data (April 1995) zupport restructuring costs ofthis
magnitude.

An overall project timeline is shown in Table 8.3 for the KCp alternative

Table 8.3 - KCP Overall Timeline

SIYL Proposal

The following narrative and tabular data summarize the costs for transferring
responsibilf for KCP products to SNL. Table 8.4 depicts all the activities necessary
to support the transfer

Mission
FY 1995 Cuu€Nlt
Operations Irvel

Baseline (No Action
Altemative)

Operations After
Transition

Site: Kansas City Plant FTES $ (000) IrfEs $ (oo0) FTEs $ (000)

Direct Labor
Direct lvlaterials

Subtotal Direct

Direct Snpport

Operations Support

Facilities Support

Overhead Application
Total Burdened

Nonnuelear Reeonf e- Transfe.rs

Efrective CSMHeadcount

382

382

6t6
835

326

323

2,482

130

2.612

18,396

l0,g2l
29,207

51,570

70,619

41,254

51,350

244,000

405

694

852

338

323

2,612
,l

2.612

405 19,263

lg,70l
38,964

53,121

73,899

43,459

51,350

260,793

284

331

582

204

268

1,669
n

1.669

284 14,116

12,745
26,921

26,399

50,343

29,071

M,333
177,066

Activitv Dercrintinn Stert Activifw fi'Yl End Activifv lI'Yl
Prooosal Prenaration Jan. 1995 hlv 1995
CDR EA. PEIS and Plans SeDt. 1995 Jan. 1997
NEPA Support Jnlv 1996 Jan. 1998
Desier Jan. 1998 Nov.2002
Constnrction Anr. 1998 fuus,.2002
Occuoancv Aor. 1998 SeDt.2002
Product Oualification SeDt 1998 Nov.2003
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Teble 8.4 - SI\[L Transfer Costs 95$in

Table 8.5 provides a sunmary of the SNL's steady-state CSM budget for Fy 2004
after transfer to SNL.

Table 8.5 - SNL State Costs 95$in

An overall project timeline is shown in Table 8.6 for the SNL proposal.

8.6 - SNL Overall Timeline

Fullv Burdened Fully Burdened

Cost Element
dReservoirs, Vdve,
Nuclear Grade Steels

do Reservoirs, Vdve,
Nuclear Grade Steels

CapitaVConstnrction
Project Support
Corponent Prebuild (KC)
Mission Transfer

SI{iL
KC

Qualification & Proc,ess Prove-in

Workforce Restructure (KC)
Facility Shutdown (KC)
Site Overhead during D&D
ProgramManagem€nt KC)

69,099
22,962
174,207

99,972
25,250

367,600
13,398

220,250
8,071

80,794

51,533
22,364
159,656

97,797

24,700
359,500

13,105

209,744
7,782
79,025

SNL - Total Cost of Transfer 1.081.493 1.025.306

Mission
Operations after Transfer

dreservoirs, valves, steels

Operations after Transfer

w/o reservoirs, valves, steels

Site: SNL FTEs $ FTEs $

Direct Labor
Direct Materials
Direct Support
Overhead Application
Total Burdened
Effective CSM Headcount

183

892

375
334

10,793

20,567

40,694
28,1 l6

100,160

165

358

329

852

9,734
18,271

39t66
26,454
93,625

Aa+ivitv Dacnriniinn Sfor* Anfivifs /IfV\ End Acfivitw ltr'Vl
Cnnefnrr'.finn F'Y Sf, E\r nt
Mission Transfer FY OO FY'O?
Orralificntinn FY OI FY 03
Sfeadv Slefe Onerations FY 04
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L\l[L Proposal

The following narrative and tabular data zummarize the costs for transferring
responsibility for KCP products to LAl.lL. Table 8.7 depicts all the activities
necessary to support the transfer.

Teble 8.7 - LAI\IL Transfer 95$in

Table 8.8 provides a summary ofthe LANL steady-state CSM budget for FY 2003
after transfer to LAI'{L.

Tnble 8.8 - LANL State Costs 95$in

fui overall project timeline is shown in Table 8.9 for the LAI'{L proposal.

Fullv Burdened Fully Burdened

Cost Element
Plastics, Detonetors, Pilot

Plant
Reservoirs,

Valve, Nuclear
Grade Steels

CapitaUConstruction
LAI.IL
KC

Component Frebuild (KC)
Mission Transfer

LA}IL
KC

Worldorce Restnrcture (KC)
Facility Shutdown (KC)
Overhead Increase

Site Overhead during D&D
Program Management KC)

ll,609
2,015
8,81I
2,226
6,418

32,400
I.l8l

4,590
300

7,120

13,902
2,836
12,401
3,133

3,238
45,600
1,663

6538
1037

i0,02i

LAI\IL - Total Cost of Transfer 76,670 100,369

Mission
Operations after Transfer

Plastics, Detonators, Pilot

Operations after Transfer

Reservoirs, Valvos, Steels

Site: LANL FTEs $ FTEs $

Direct Labor
Direct Support
Operations Support
Overhead Application
Total Burdened
Effective CSM Headcormt

21.2
l6
17.3

33.8

88.3

2,527
I,120
1,580

2,368
7,695

2t
20

10.7

12.8

64.5

4,093
1,852

1,298

896

8,139
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Tablc 8.9 - LANL Overdl Timeline

!rtn n-_____tL/l-rIlIJ fFltpUSAI

The following ralrative and tabular data summadze the costs for transferring
responsibilrty for KCP products to LLNL. Table 8.10 depicts all the activities
necessary to zupport the transfer.

Table t.10 - LLNL Transfer Costs 95 in thousends

Table 8.1I provides a summary of the LLNL's steady-state CSM projection for the
year FY 2003 after transfer to LLNL.

Table 8.11 - LLIIL State Costs 95$in

An overall project timeline is shown in Table 8.12 for the LLNL proposal.

Activity llescription Start Activity End Activity

Plastics, Detonators, Pilot plant

Start Activity End Activity
Reservoirs, Valves, NG Steel

Constnrcfion FY OO FY02 FY SR FY 02

Mission Trans r FY 98 FY02 FY OO FY 02

Oualification FY 99 FY02 FYOI FY02
Steadv State Ooerations Fr 03 FY03

Cost Element
X'ully Burdened

CapitaVConstruction
Project Support
Component Prebuild (KC)
Mission Transfer
Workforce Restruoture (KC)
Facility Shutdoum (KC)
Process Development
Site Overhead during D&D
Program Manasement (KC)

8,239
1,675
5,099
18,740
6,309
1,594
550

23,200
845

II,NL - Tofnl Cosf of Trnnsfer 66 )SO

Mission
Operations aft er Transfer

Site: LLNL FTEs $

Direct Labor
Direct Support

Operations Support
Overhead Application
Total Burdened
Effective CSM Headcounf

2t.5
23.75

2

47.25

2,382
2,225

170

5,310

10,087
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Aciivitv flescrinfinn Strrt Activitv End Activitv
Construction Fr 98 F"tf 02

MissionTrander FY 98 FY 02

Oualification FY OO FY02
Steadv Sate Ooerations FY03

Overall

The net present value (I,{PU spreadsheets for each of the alternative options are gtven
in Appendix A They show all the costs by year for each activity, as well as the NPV
cost for each alternative. It was necessary to make a major adjustment to the
laboratory proposals for pensioners insurance. The pensioners insurance is part of tle
KCP termination package and is included in the KCP proposal. For the laboratory
proposals, $l1.5 million is included in the donor site costs for site overhead during
D&D, however, this is approximately $5 million short of covering the total pensioners
insurance cost. Additionally, starting in FY 2008, the total amount must be adjusted.
The pensioners insurance peaks in FY 2009 and then it is aszumed to decrease by l%
per year through the FY 2020 time frame. During the period from FY 1996 through
FY 2002, the pensioners inzurance is included in the annual operating cost for donor
transition.

The following chart shows the cumulative cost NPV for KCP and Lab A (the best of
the laboratory options). The chart also includes the NPV for the no-action alternative
at KcP. The charts for the other laboratory options versus KCp are given in
AppendixB.

Figurc 8.1 - Nonnuclear Cumulative NPV Costs - KCp vs. Lab A
$3,500

$3,(x)0

$2,500

$2,0m
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$1,000

$5m
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Flscal Year
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9. Ranking Criteria Sr nmary

The ranking criteria for the SSM PEIS were provided to each working team. These
criteria were used to assess technical risks and relative costs. The results are given in
Table 9.1.

Table 9.1 - of Criteria for Nternatives

These ratings were derived using a site's self assessment, the results ofthe peer
assessments and the team leader's assessment.

10. Analysis of Ranking

The ranking for each site's proposal with regard to the technical risk criteria are given
in Table 10.1.

Table 10.1 - Criteria of Technical Risk for Site

The KCP already has and is exercising a production infrastructure to support
scheduled work. Additionally, they are the site that has current responsibility for the
weapons production capabilities in question. Because of this, KCP was given a score
of 100 for botl basic production capability and capability ofproduction infrastructure.

For basic production capability, the laboratory proposals were ranked as above
because: l) while they will use the existing production processes, a ten point
reduction was made because the production capability does not exist at the receiver's
site; 2) a firrther reduction of five to ten points was made to reflect the maturity of
current production missions at a site and the risk of zuccessfully transferring
production capabilities.

For capability of production infrastructure, the laboratory proposals were scored as
shown to reflect the maturity and adequacy of existing infrastructure to support
scheduled work. SNL scored the highest ofthe three laboratory proposals based on
their current production and Manufacturing Development Engineering (I!DE)

Score to AlternativeRenking Criteria
]rdtto Inf, Agg9 fr r.LDEtrE r-Latmg r^LttEdo''D

Basic Production Canabilitv 100 85 84 85 R4
Capability of Production In&astructure 100 74 73 74 73
Minimize Cost 100 95 94 93 92

Site Basic Production Canabilitv Capability of Production Infrastmcture
KCP 100 100
SNL 85 75
LANL 80 65
LLNL 80 60
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missions. LAl.lL scored lower because the infrastructure for its current production
mission is not as mature as that of SNL. LLNL scored the lowest because it does not
orrently have any production mission to zupport a production infrastructure.

It was necessary to establish a weighting for each proposal so that a final weighted
score for an alternative could be generated.

o Aweight of 80% was assigned to the missions aszumed for SNL,
. Aweight of lSYo was assigned to tle resemoirs, valves and nuclear grade steel

missions (SI.IL, LAIIL),
o A weight of 5o/o was assigned to the plastics and pilot plant missions, and
o Aweight of 2Yo was assigned to the inert detonator component mission.

The minimize oost criteria score was established using the 25 year cost spreadsheets in
Appendix A A score of 100 was given to the proposal with the best NPV. Each of
the others were given a score based on their relative ranking to the proposal that
received a score of 100.

11. Stockpile SensitivityAnalysis

The rezults for each proposal for the low, base, 6nd high case axe given below

Table 11.1- KCP Data for

Table ll.2- SNLData for

Cateson Low Case Base Case Hish Case

Operatins FTEs t.525 t.669 2.282
Operating Costs (M$) $r68 $t77 $2s0
Faciliw GSF l.8M l.8M 1.862M
Construction Cost (M$) $64 $64 $85
Transition Cost (M$) $33 $28 $23

Catesorr Low Case Base Case Hish Case

Operatins FTEs 800 892 1,293
Operatins Costs (M$) $8s $100 $152
Facility GSF 630,000 680.000 900.000
Construction Cost (M$) $l9s $21I $279
Transition Cost (M$) $1.091 $1. l3s $1.321
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Table 11.3 - Il\lIL Data for

Table ll.4 - LLIIL Data for

Based on the above dat4 dl the proposals are relatively insensitive to workload levels
for the low case as compared to the base case. However, all the proposals are
sensitive to the workload level for the high case.

Category Low Case Base Case Hieh Case
Operating FTEs 56 88 t49
Operating Costs (M$) $s $8 $13
Facility GSF Same for all cases

Construction Cost (M$) $s $s $ll
Transition Cost (M$) $70 $77 $8e

Category Low Case Base Case High Case

Operatine FTEs 43 47 60

Operating Costs (M$) $e $10 $13
Faciliw GSF Same for all cases

Construction Cost (M$) $9.4 $9.4 $12.3
Transition Cost (M$) $54 $56 $62
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Figure 8.1 - Nonnuclear Gumulative cost Npv - Kcp vs. LabrA
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Figure 8.2 - Nonnuclear Gumulative Cost - KCp vs. Lab B
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Figure 8.3 - Nonnuclear cumulative Gost Npv - KCp vs. Lab c
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Figure 8.4 - Nonnuclear Gumulative Cost NpV - KGp vs. Lab D
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SSM PEIS Weanons Report

l. Executive Sr nmary

The Weapon Assembly/Disassembly (A/D) Team, as a zubgroup of the SSM PEIS steering

$ouP, was chargedwith dweloping and assessi4gviable dtemativesforthe ArD mission.
This sudy indicates that only two sites have the necessary infiastructure to perforrr
operations associated with nuclear oplosives; the Nevada Test Site NfS) and the Pantor
Plant.

The oprratim csnsider drasprt oithe rcseffib/diffisffibry missisn re the foltowing:

a) WeaponAssembly
b) Weapon Disassembly

c) Joint Test Assembly and Post Morte,m
d) Test Bed Assembly and Disassembly
e) Storage of Strategic Reserves ofPlutonium (Pu) and IIghly Enriched

Uranfum (ID[I) in the form ofpits and canned zubassemblies (CSAs)
f) Pit Recertification

A summary table comparing the rezults ofthe assessm€nt ofthe two options for all
workloads considered is shown below.

Table l-1
Comparison of Options for All Workloads

(Costs in FY 95, M $)

2. Introduction

The Weapon Assembly/Disassembly (A/D) Team is a subgroup of the SSM PEIS steering
group. The A/D Team was formed to provide the data necessary to define and defend the
DOEs preferred alternative for the assembly/disassembly mission in zupport ofthe SSM
PEIS. The ArD Team consists ofindividuals from the DOE Operations Offices in
Albuquerque and Nevada; the Sandb Los Alamos, and Launence Livermore National
Laboratories; Mason and tlangar-Silas Mason, Pantex; and Raytheon Services Nevada.

Anual Operating Cost 55.4 46.t 57.t 47.7 62.6 53.7
Life Cycle Costs 1.298 1,607 l.3ll 1.648 1,352 t,742
Life Cycle Savinss I,195 885 1.182 845 1.141 75r

100 80 100 80 100 80
100 65 100 60 100 50

Ranking Crit€ria
Basic Productiur Capability
Capability of Production Infrastructre
Minimize Cost 100 75 100 73 100 58

t*"I,-qffiffi.1..TFm*n

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives t2-l
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The scope ofthe A/D Team effort includes:

a) Identification ofa set ofalternative sites to perhrm the A/D mission;

b) Definition of facilities and operations necessary to support the defined
worHoads;

Specification of activities at the donor and receiver sites necessary to
implement the altenrative, e.g., prebuilds, transfers of documentq
inventories and equipmenq relocation ofpersonnel, etc.;

d) Estimates of costs and schedules necessary to acbiwe the above; and

e) Assessment oftechnical risks associated with earn ahernative.

Two sites are considered reasonable alternatives for the assembly/disassembly missions: l)
the Nevada Test Site (NTS) which has been the site for assembly of nuclear test devices and
2) the Pantor Plant which cunently performs assembly, disassembly, and sumeillance of
nuclearweapons. Thesearetheonlysiteswhichhavethenecessaryinfrastnrctureand
relative orperience to support the A/D mission. The following capabilities, technologies, and
processes are considered in the A/D mission at either site:

WeaponAssembly
- assembly of replacement or refrrbished weapons
- retrofits, stockpile improvement prograns, and repairs of enisting

weaporut

- staging ofactive weaponVcomponents and high e4plosives
- pit re-certification

WeaponDisassembly
- dismantlement ofretired weapons and trainers and dispssition of

associated components
- staging ofretired weapors and associated compone,nts

Weapon Surveillance
- disassembly ofweapons and assembly ofjointtest assemblies (JTAs) from

the disassembled weapon
- post mortem emmination ofthe tested JTAs
- reassembly ofthe weapon
- assembly and disassembly oftest beds
- surveillance of cornponents cunently manufactured at Pante4 with the

exception of high erplosive (HE) components

c)

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives l2-2
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Stor4ge of Special Nuclear IVlaterial (SNM)
- storqge ofthe nation's strategic res€rve of sl{M in the form ofpits and

CSAs
- transportation of components to other sites
- support of the AT 400A pit container

Support Functions
- metrolog5r

- pfoEilfemEnt

- analpical laboratories
- maintenance ofthe safe secure transport (SST) vehicles
- training and certification ofpersonnel
- safeguards and security

3. Assumptions & Requirements

The folowing assumptions apply in the development ofthe site alternatives for the
AID mission:

The Nuclear Weapons Complex must have the capability to maintain a
START tr size stockpile as well as the flexibility to maintain or reconstitute
a larger size stockpile if necessary.

o

a)

Pantexwill have completed the scheduted large dismantlement quantities by
the year 2000. Any other large dismantlement requirements would be
handled on oilra shifts atthe consolidated or dovmsized site

c) Damaged weapom will be handled consistent with alternatives in the NTS
sitowideEIS.

Only the storage of the shategic reserye of SNM (in the form ofpits and
csAs) is addressed by the A/D Team. Storage of srcess nuclear material is
beiag addressed in a separate PEIS and is not part ofthis study.

e) Nonintrusive pit reuse and IIE fabrication/disposition at the A/D site will be
addressed by the Pu and IIE teans, respectively. However, pit
recertification is considered as part ofthe core A/D mission.

The concepts of seamless safery will be incorporated into the
assembly/disassembly processes. once this is in*itutionalized, it is orpwted
that a significant increase in operational efficiency will be realized.

The defined base case workload requirements for the assembly/disassembly mission are as

follows:

b)

d)

D

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives l2-3
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r\ up to tr50 factory retrofitvyear (50 bombs and 100 warheads). Factory
retrofits are required wha the nuclear components are removed from the
case.

120 evaluation disassemblies and inspections, divided as follows: 36 new
material tests (6 ofwhich arejoint test assemblie$ and 8l stockpile
laboratory or flight tests (34 ofwhich are joint test assemblies).

3) ll0weaponrebuilds.

4. Description of Proposed Altematives

The NTS and Pantor alternatives included in this report describe the sites as they cunently
exist a$d identify changes necessary to meet the defined worHoad as specified above. The
following defines the different options considered forthis study.

Pantex Alternatives

No ActionAltemative

Panter( is the odsting assembly/disassembly site for the nation's nuclear weapons stockpilg
and as zuch, has the required capabilities and infrasnucture necessary to perform the
mission. Under the no action alternative the site would remain in its current configuration;
however, due to the e4pected decrease in worHoad there would be a rezulting doumsizing
oftheworkforce.

Downsizine ofPanto(

To meet the defined worHoad, operations would be consolidated into existing modem
facilities, primarilywithin Zone l?by FY 2004. There would be no gap in production
capability while the consolidation activities occurred. Facilities that are q(cess would be put
into a low maintenance, standby condition. Existing provisions for safeguards, security,
safety, health, and environmental requirements are adequate and proven.

Nevada Test Site Nternatives

No ActionAlternative

Under the no action alternative NTS would remain in its current configuration and maintain
readiness for supporting underground nuclear testing.

Transfer of the Assembly/Disassembly Mssion

The Device Assembly Facility (DAF) at NTS is nearing completion and would serye as the
main facility for A/D operations. In addition to the DAF, there are existing facilities in

2)

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives 12-4
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Areas 6 and23 that would be needed for zupport operations. To meet the base case
worHoad, an additional 459,629 ff ofnew constnrction would be needed at NTS.

In addition to exfra facilitieq it would also be necessary to relocate and reestablish the
assembly/disassembly capabilities from Panter( to NTS. This would include activities such
as: relocation ofpersonnel, taining ofnerw personnet qualification ofproduction
processes, prebuild and testing ofJTAs at Pantor, and transfer ofthe strategic reserve of
SNM and other inventories. Under this option Pantor would complete its production
-:.^:^- --l^- r^ lrno L^:--.C-rr-- -^^--i^-^rrrIo.'rvri (,rrs J(;.ll prr\/r rv ri ,. o ugrr{i rulry UpirratiiullEl.

5. Process Descriptions

The basic processes for assembly, disassembly, and surveillance ofnuclearweaporu are
identical for either site. Common activities and zupporting systems forweapon assembly and
disassembly, JTA assembly, test bed assembly and disassembly, storage of snategic reserves
ofplutonium and highly enriched uranium, pit recertificatio4 and zupporting systems are
described below.

Weapon Assembly

Weapon assembly is performed to refirbish or replace weapons or to rebuild a weapon that
has been disassembled for surveillance or modification/replacement of a component. The
process includes multiple verification and quality control steps.

Complete weapon assembly is accomplished in three stages: physics package assembly,
mechanical weapon assembly, and ultimate user (IJI) pack4ge assembly.

Physics package assembly entails bonding ormating the main charge subassemblies to a
nuclear pit with final snslesul's in a case. Multiple tests are perforrred both prior to and
after assembly to assure nuclear authenticity and integrity, electical continuity, and correct
aligrrment.

When the main charge is composed of conventional fIE, the physics package assembly must
be conducted in a specialized structure called an assembly cell which has been designed and
tested to mitigate the release ofradioactive materid in the event of an accident. After
casing the physics package can then be moved to an assembly bay. For a weapon system
that uses insensitive [IE, the physics package can be assembled in a bay.

Mechanical weapon asserrbly entails placing the physics package in a warhead case and
insta[ing additional components. Tbroughout the assembly process, leak testing
radiography, and measurements for center ofgravity and moments ofinertia are performed.

The UU package assembly involves ingalling some additional components, and packaging
the weapon for shipment to the Department ofDefense (DOD) via an SST.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives t2-5
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'Weapon Disassembly

The weapon disassembly process is approximately the reverse ofthe assembly process. The
disassembly process has additional verification tests to assure the weapon is in a safe
condition and internal components are intact. This operation is performed 1e dismantlg
modify, or waluate aweapon. The operations conducted for eachtype of disassembly are
similar, butthe odent ofthe rlisassembly and proceduresused vary.

During dismantlement disassembly a retired weapon is tom donm to zubassemblies and
components which can be returned to the original production agency. Such items may be
recertified as reusable parts, or sanitized and demilitarized.

Aweapon that is disassembled for modification or refiofit is only dismantled to the extent
neeessary to gain aceess to the eomponents of interest. The weapon is then reassenobled

and returned to the DOD.

The process of disassembly for stockpile srveillance zupports the required er/aluations and
tests defined by the weapon laboratories to assure the ufay and reliability ofthe weapon
system. The ortent ofthe disassembly depends on which components require testing.
Tpically the components are removed in connected groups that are then used in further
system testing in test beds or Joint Test Assemblies (IIAs).

JTA Build and Post Mortem

As part ofthe ongoing stockpile evaluation progam, weapons are randomly selected from
the stockpile or the weapon assembly line for conversion into JTAs. These assemblies
generally contain most of the original weapon parts er(cept for the nuclear components and
main gfuat'gs zubassemblies. The telemetry components and mock materials that simulate
the size and weight ofmissing components are added.

After flight testing bomb JTAs (and where possible, warhead JTAs) are returned for a post-
mortem disassembly and evaluation. The parts obtained from disassembly may be
recertified and staged for reassembly, shipped to the original production site for evaluation
or disposition, or dispositioned atPantor

Test Bed Assembly and Disassembly

A test bed is an apparatus used for bench testing weapon systems, zubsystems, and
components. It is composed of parts removed from an erraluated weapon along with an
oplosive boxthat contains the blast energy and associated fragments fromthe small
orplosive charges that detonate during the testing.

Testing ofthe apparatus is performed by personnel from Sandia National Laboratories at
either Pantex or Sandi4 or by the DOD.

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives t2-6
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Storage of Pits and CSAs

Snategic reserves of plutonium and IIEU were considered to be stored at the AID site in
the form of pits and CSAs. The items would be packaged and stored in appropriate
containers and puiodicallymonitored for safety and security.

Pit Reccfiification

The AD drsld!! ha',.e t.he capablliryto recefi!$'pits to r$uild e'r"'eapsnthat bas
undergone testing or modification. This will require the ability to perform leak testi4g
weighing radiography, gflmma specfometry, dimensional inspection" and purge and backfll
operations. Similar operations using the same or similar facilities and equipment could also
be performed to recertify CSAs.

Process Support Systems Descriptions

The activities'necessary to support the assembly/disassembly operations include accelerated
Agn8, pit laser sampling leak detection and back fl[ and nondestructive e'saluation

6. Facility Description

Both the Pantor Plant and the NTS e:rercise four levels of security acc€ss. In descendi4g
level of security these are: the Material Access Area (IvIAA); the Protected Area (PA); the
Limited Area (LA); and, the Properly Protection Area @PA). Crenerally, facilities to
perform the assembly/disassembly work are located in an IvIAA and include assembly bayq
assembly cells and special purpose bays. Ancillary zupport facilities are distributed
tlroughout the four security areas.

The estimated numbers and tlpes offacilities required to zupport the AID mission were
based on operational orperience at Panten. There are some differences in the gross square
footage reqtrired, primarily due to the estimating methods used at each site. Since NTS has
orperience in constructing similar facilities and the estimated costs to build these new
facilities are considered reasonably accuratg the difference in estimated floor space is not
significant.

Pantex Alternative

The Panto( Plant is located in the Texas panhandle, 17 miles northeast ofAmarillo, To<as.
The site is located onl4.2 square miles owned by the DOE. An additional 9.1 square miles
are leased by DOE on the southern edge ofthe site to provide additional security and ufety
bufferzones.

Downsizing and consolidation ofthe assembly/disassembly operations at Panter(would
consist of an in situ dectease in foot print andrelocation into modern, oristing facilities, al
within theZone 12 lvIAA. Support functions would remain within the currently established

Analysis of Stockpile Management Alternatives t2-7
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facilitieg some ofwhich are outside Zane 12. No new consEuctionwould be necessary;
howwer, relocation and reinstallation of equipment would be required.

Support facilities at Panter( are well established and fulty capable ofmeeting any envisioned
mission requirement. These facilities were built, maintained, and upgraded to meet
regulatory requirementg as identified. In addition, a complete multi-layered protection
system and zupport infrasnrcture are currently in place and operational. No modifications
to this system are envisioned under the AID proposal.

NTS Ntemative

The Nevada Test Site is a 1,350 square mile reservation located 65 miles northwest oflas
Vegas, Nevada.

The NTS facilities to support assembly/disassembly operations would center on the oristing
Device Asse,mbly Facility (DAF) in Area 6, which is located within an lvIAA. In addition,
€xisting and new facilities would be needed outside Area 6 for zupporting operations.
Major construction (459,629 ft) would be needed to both opana tle DAF and to provide
operational support inside and outside the IvIAA The security measures and operations
that are cunentlyutilized at the DAF, andwhich supporttheAlD mission, would need to be
erilelded to the new facilities.

Table Gl
Comparison of Facilities Requircments

(Costs in FY 95, M $)

7. Engineering/Technical Assessmenb

Process Development Needs and Uncertainties

No process dwelopment work is required to continue the weapon assembly/disassembly
mission at the Pantor Plant.

The production operations that would be fiansfened and established at NTS are identical to
those at Pante4 therefore, there is no need for process development. Since additional

':: i:: i:: i: : : i: i::: i: i:: :::*I:I:l:l:: :: r::::::::::::: ::

Total Proiect Cost 13.2 252.1
Standard Bays 3l 3l
Cells 4 4

1 tot ??4 980,997
1,291,336 521.358

Gross Square Feet

Total
Exisfing

New 0.0 459.629
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facilities will be needed to support the worHoad at NTS it is possible to effect process flow
improvennents by facility design and layout. No additional tecbnical risk would be
associated with zuch cbanges since AID operations would not be modified.

Equipment Development Needs and Unceftainties

Proven tecbnologies orist and are operational at Panter( that accomplish the AfD function.
No equipment dwelopmeirt is required for the consolidated A/D mission.

NTS plans to use the same equipment, tools, gauges, and fxtures as those used at Pantex.
There is no orpected need for dwelopment ofnew items ofthis nature, nor is there any
concern for being able to attain these items when needed.

8. Cost, Transition, and Implementation Schedules

Cost Analvsis of Nternatives

A discussion ofthe costs, the reasonableness ofthe costs, and any adjustments made to the
site proposals is presented in this section. Table 8-l shows the costs associated with each of
the different alternatives evaluated. In addition, a net present value (MV) analysis of costs
was performed and is shoum in Figure 8-1. That analysis covered a twenty-five year period,
with a comparison of the Pantqr no action, the Panter( doumsizing and NTS altenratives.

Down Size Pantex

Ofthe two alternativeq downsizing Pantoc has the leas cost uncertainty. Panto< has
performed the ArD mission for many years and the costs of operations, facility modification
and maintenance, and other overhead applications are well understood. The costs presented
for this alternative were considered reasonable and were not adjusted to reflect additional
DOEuncertainty.

Transfer to NTS

Ooerations

Although the management and operating (M&O) confiactor at NTS was responsible for
providing an extensive amount of support operations necessary for the underground testing
missio4 the actual assembly oftest devices was accomplished by personnel from the
weapon laboratories. In addition, there has been a significant chaqge in the way assembly
and disassembly of weapons is performed, primarily in the areas ofES&H and conduct of
operations since the end ofnuclear testing. Because ofthis, there was a great deal of
interchange ofinformation within the working group which rezulted in the proposals being
comparable in the number of direct FTEs required.
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An adjustment made to the NTS proposal by DOE was an increase of $337,000 per year for
materials associated with PCAP activities. There is a moderate difference in the amount of
anrual costs associated with equipment replacement due to the relative ages of equipment at
each site. This is considered reasonable, therefore, no adjustment was made.

Mssion Transfer and Oualification

The costs associated with mission tra$f€r and Eralification of production operations are
similar to those operienced for the Nonnuclear Reconfiguration Program (I{RP). Under
NRP, the average receiver site cost is $31.3 M ($41.5 withNRP burden) and the average
donor site cost is $6.3 M ($10.6 M burdened). Under this alternative the NTS costs are
$44.1 M and the Pantor donor costs are $13.7 M. Althougb it would seem that the cost to
transfer a mission related to nuclear oplosives should be higher than a nonnuclear mission
transfer, the projected funding requirements are considered appropriate for the following
reasons: l) NTS is assuming that trained, orperienced personnel would transfer from
Pante4 2) NTS would use processes identical to those at Pantog and 3) the numbers and
q/pes oftechnologies tansfened under NRP are much greater than what is being
considered here.

Facilities

As stated earlier, there is a difference in gross square footage betrpeen the two site
proposals. The cost estimates were based on the methods normally employed at NTS and
are considered reasonable. However, the phasing offirnding was adjusted to reflect FY
1998 firnding for the project. This does not change the total project cost, but it does cause

the construction schedule to become compressed.

Facility Shutdoum and Overhead during D&D at Pantex

The annual overhead costs ($18.2 M) at Pantor duriqg decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D) were compared with knorm costs at the Pinellas Plant. The
Pinellas overhead costs projected for FY 1996 and FY 1997 are $24.6 M and $18.5 M
respectively. Although D&D was proceeding prior to these years, there were other
activities occuning as well; therefore FYs 1996 and 1997 provide a good comparison for
overhead costs strictly related to D&D. Since Pinellas is much smaller than Pante4 the
Pantor annual overhead costs appear to be too low. Howwer, the time frame to D&D
Pantex is estimated at five years, as compared to the tlree years at Pinellas. Since Pantex
and Pinellas have similar degrees of contamination, it is possible Pantex could be cleaned up
faster than estimated. To summarize, the low annual costs are offset by the longer period
for clean up which results in a total cost that is considered reasonable.
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Table&1
Summary of Costs forBase CaseWorldoad (in tr'f 95, M $)

Figure &1
Cumulative Present I\IPV Costs for Base Case lYorkload

EssSHHHFHHHfiFooooFGIN

Flscal Year

Transition and Implementation Schedules

As stated earlier, the funding profile for the NTS optionwas shifted to reflect the proposed
funding schedule. The realignment ofthe funding also creates a change in the construction
schedule. In additioq the schedule for qualification at NTS was changed to show a time
period of 3.5 years. This is considered reasonable since each weapon system will need to be
qualified individually and the production qualification process is extremely rigorous.
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Figure A-l ofthe appendix shows the schedules for transition and implementation for both
options.

9. Ranking Criteria Summary

The ranking criteria for the SSM PEIS were developed by a separate team and provided to
each workiqg team. The criteria were then used to assess technical risks and relative costs.
Table 9-l sunmarizes the criteria and raokiqg ofboth alternatives.

Table 9-1
Summary of Ranking Criteria Scores forBase CaseWorldoad

10. Analysis of Ranking

Basic Production Capability

Pantex is currently performing the assembly/disassembly mission within the nuclear
weapons complex. Consolidation into fewer facilities would not create additional risk to the
mission.

The production technologies that would be transferred and established at NTS are identical
to those currently at Pantor. Thereforg the technical risk of developing new processes is
not an iszue; however, the processes would need to be established and qualified. According
to the guidance for the ranking criteria this would normally result in a score of 90. The score
assigned NTS was decremented an additional amount because tle man4gement and
operating (M&O) contrac"tor at the site has no direct orperience in assembly/disassembly
operations. Assembly ofnuclear devices at NTS has always been performed by personnel
from the weapon laboratories, with supportiag operations provided by the M&O. Also, a
great deal of zupport would be required from the laboratories to assist in the qualification of
the production operations. In addition to the uncertainty associated with the availability of
laboratory personnel, the cost oflaboratory support was not included in the costs for
transfening the mission to NTS. Thereforg the additional risk is reflected in this criterion.

Capability of Production Infrastructure to Support Scheduled WorkAttribute

An infrastructure to support production is fully implemented at Panto<. There is no
e4pected risk associated with this option.

Basic Proftrction Capabihtv 100 80
CapabiliW of Production Infrasructure 100 60
Minimize Cost 100 73

::r ii i:: ir i i i i:Seoirc:frC$iiindt i i i : r : : : : iil
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As statd above, the NTS contractor provided supporting operations to the weapon
laboratories as part ofthe undergrormd testing mission Inherent in that zupport are
multiple management systems tbat would be needed for production operations, zuch as:
quatity assurance and contro[ ES&H prograrns, schedtrling budgeting and cost accounting,
analyttcal laboratorieg safeguards and security, training and similar'zupport functions.
Although the infrastnrcture in place to $pport testing is not identical to that needed for
weapons, it is similar'.

TSeNTSsearewasdeeremente*fromw'baftheguidarcewoul#indeaie fr sccne of?5) fur
the following reasons: l) the significant amount offacility construction needed at the site
adds additional risk to this option 2) a somewhat compressed schedule for constnrction, 3)
with the cessation ofunderground testing the oppornrnity to fully er(ercise these
infrastnrcture capabilities on a continuous basis is limited.

Minimize Cost Attribute

The two alternatives were ranked relative to each other based on the rezults of the net
present value (MV) analysis of costs for a twenty-five year life cycle shoum in
Table A-1. Relative to Pante4 the NTS costs were 24Yo gater and the savings were2gYo
less. Since Panto< has the lesser cost and higher savings that option was scored 100.
Relative to Pantqr, NTS would score 73.

11. Stockpile SensitivityAnalysis

Variation of Stockpile Size

The sensitivity analysis is based on three stockpile levels: a low casg the base case and a
high case. The annual workload that the assembly/disassembly site would o<perience from
these three stookpile sizes is shown in Table I l-1.

Table l1-l
Annual lYorkloads for Sensitivity Analysis

Effects oflVorkload on Nternatives

Pantex resource estimates are relatively insensitive to the proposed workloads. As there are
existing facilities at the site, it becomes a matter of occupying either less or more space
compared to the base case. The effects ofworHoad are primarily reflected in the costs

Retrofits 50 150 300
D&Is t20 120 140

Rebuilds ll0 ll0 140
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associated with work f,orce restnrcturing and facility shutdovm; however, these are small.
There would be no opected changes in the rislcs associatd with technical capabilities.

Unlike Pantog the NTS alternative is very sensitive to workload lwel which is due almost
entirely to the amount ofnew constnrction needed to support the mission and its associated
cost. As discussed in the previous sectio4 the amount of conshuction needed at NTS
creates technical risk in the area of production infrastnrcture and that risk woutd vary from
the base case. It should be noted tbat at the high case worHoad there are an estimated 5.6
cells required to support operations; howwer, there are only five cells cunently at NTS.
Rather than build an additional cell the NTS option assumes some additional operational
efficiency and occasional off-shift work to compensate for the 6issing partial cell.
However, this adds additional technical risk to the NTS alternative.

A zummary ofworkload effFects on the two alternatives is given in Table l l-2.

Table 1l-2
Summary of Worldoad Sensitivity

(Costs in FY 95, M $)

55.4 46.1 57.1 47.7 62.6 53.7
2.6 l0.l 2.3 10.1 1.1 l0.l

Costs

Ailual Aerding
WodcerR€shucture

Shutdon'n & Oveftead 2.1 t28.3 1.3 128.3 0.4 128.3

Life Cycle Costs 1.298 1,607 I ll I t.742
Life Cycle Savings I,195 1.182 l4l

3 3 4 4 6 5

23 23 3l 3l 48 48

I .29 I st2 1.331 52t 1,363 526
0 373 0 460 0 601

Facilities
Cells

Standard Bays

re# (ooos)

Existing

New
Total Proiect $ t3.2 215.4 13.2 25t.1 t3.7 312.9

100 80 100 80 100 80
100 65 100 60 100 50

Ranking Crit€ria
Capability
Infrastrucmre

Cost 100 75 100 73 100 58

lilflffii::rcffii-ril

lt;i4rf---l
I t.g I tzt.z I

fffi-T-r.e4s''1ffi-r-l
l--0.4-l

--l
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Figure A-l
Cost for Asssmbly/Disassembly

by Fiscal Year
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RANKING CRITERIA

The SSM PEIS Steering Group established the following Ranking Criteria to be used for
evaluating alternatives. Criterion fa meazures the technical maturity of the proposer,s
weaporui production capabilities. Criterion Ib is a measure of the.*ity oitnr proposer,s
production infrastructure as it relates to the new production activities to 6e transferred to
the proposer's site. Criterion Ir was developed to meazure the ability to the proposer to
zustain production competence through othir site work in time periods when *..poo,
production was insufrcienj t9 maintain production competence. The Steering Group
decided to not use this criteria after it bicame clear that the defined workload was suffcient
to retain production competence without t.he need for extraordinary actions. Criterion III
measures the cost effectiveness ofthe alternatives.
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Ia

BASIC PRODUCTION CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT SCTIEDIJLED WORK

This attribute is intended to provide a measure of risk for the site alternative. It measures

the maturity of the weapons production capabilities that comprise the site's proposal. It
will be important to zustain, or e$ure timely start up, of production capability, and to
minimize downtime due to operating disruptions and process upsets during any downsizing

or re_lo_cati-on oJp-roduption missions, C-apa:btlllies (i.e. technigiqqs, processgs, procedures

and equipment) that have been used previousty for weapons production either at the Donor
site or some other site would sssle high. Capabilities that require significant development

or scale up would score low.

SCORING RTJLE

la. Weapons production capability-this portion of the scoring rule is used to measure

the maturity of the weapoffr production capability. It evaluates the weapons production

capabilities as they stand at this point in time (June 9, 1995). Decrease the applicable score

below by l0% if that level of capability does not currently exist at the site being evaluated.

Fully demonstrated weapons production capabilities of interest. Actual
demonstrated experience with full-scale operation.

Fully demonstrated weapons production capabilities similar to those of interest.

Actual demonstrated experience with full-scale operation.

Pilot production demonstrated; next step is process qualification

Bench scale demonstrated; next step is plant design/production process

development

Feasibility demonstrated in laboratory, requires scale up and pilot plant

demonstration.

Demonstrated in laboratory with simulated product.

0 At conceptual stage.

100

80

60

40

20

l0
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Ib

CAPABILITY OF PRODUCTION INFRASTRUCTI.JRE TO SI.JPPORT SCHEDI]LED
WORK

This attribute is intended to provide an additional measure of risk for ttre site alternative.
It meazures the maturity of the production support infrastructure that comprises the site's
proposal. This aqlbute is importan_t to ryppgrt the t,nq_[y s.ta$ Up or continuation of
production capability, and minimize downtime due to operating disruptions and process
upsets. Existing production support infrastructure that has the ability to zupport the
production related activities in the site's proposal would score high. Production zupport
infrastnrcture programs that require significant e4pansion would score low.

SCORINGRULE

lb. Production Support Infrastructure-this portion ofthe scoring rule is used to
measure the maturity and adequacy of the basic production zupport infrastructure to
sustain the production activities proposed in the alternative. It evaluates the production
zupport infrastructure as it exists at this point in time (June 9, 1995).

100 Fully demonstrated production zupport infrastructure oapabilities for the production
technologies proposed to be transferred. Actual demonstrated experience with full-
scale operation.

Fully demonstrated production support infrastructure for production technologies
similar (but not identical) to those proposed to be transferred. Actual demonstrated
experience with full-scale operation.

75

50 Some production support infrastructure exist at the site.

Support infrastructure for activities similar to production exists at the site.

Minimal support infrastructure for production-like activities exists at the site.

25

0
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tr

CAPABILITY TO ST]PPORT TECHNOLOGIES IN THE STOCKPILE FORWHICH
TIIERE IS NO SCHEDI.JLED WORK

This attribute is also intended to provide a measure of technical risk. It measures the
alternative's capability to maintain competency for components in the stockpile when there
is no scheduled requirement. This attribute is imFortant to ensure timely start up of
production capability, and minimization of downtime when unanticipated problems require
production start-up. It would also meazurethe added risVcost of maintaining technical
competence during periods when production workload does not assure competency
maintenance. Both buy and make oapabilities must be assessed. Approaches that can
provide components quickly and do not require continuous exercising would score high.
Approaches that require significant "practice activity", start-up time or delivery time would
soore low.

SCORING RULE

2. Abiltty to protect technologies in the future stockpile -this portion of the scoring
rule measures the alternative's capability to protect technologies not needed for scheduled
production without excessive expense. (Number and complexity of technologies must be
considered.)

100 Inherent R&D capability or similar production activity that maintain competence for
unscheduled production capability needs.

Significant capability is zupported with inherent activity.

R&D or production activity not zufficient to maintain full capability, but
complementary activities partially maintain the capability.

Significant capability is not supported with inherent activity.

Unscheduled production capability not supported.

50

75

25

0
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MINIMTZE COST

This attribute measures the alternative's overall cost to provide the capabilities described
above. Low investment costs and low steady-state operating cost will fs sselsd high.

sqoRhrc RrILE

3. Minimize Cost - The site with the best overall Net Present Value of costs (based on
current Office ofManagement and Budget gurdance) will be scored the highest. Other sites
will be scored proportional to the best proposal. Life cycle duration (25 years.), initial costs
and pay back periods will be considered.

m
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Appendix B.

Acronym Listing
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ND

AAO

AL

API)

BtrI)

coo
csA

csM

D&D

DA

DAF

DARET

DNA

DOD

DOE

DOE-DP

DOE HQ

DOT

DP

DP.XX

DU

ES&H

EU

FTE

r"Y

GSF

HE

HEAF

HEU

assembly/disassembly

Amarillo Area Ofrce

Albuquerque Operations Office

advance planning document

block flow diagram

conduct ofoperations

canned subassembly

core stockpile management

decontamination and decommissioning

design agency

Device Assembly Facility

Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrodpamic Test

Defense Nuclear Agency

Department ofDefense

Department ofEnergy

Department of Energy, Defense Programs

Department of Energy, Headquarters

D epartment of Transportation

Defense Programs

Offices within the DOE Defense Programs organization

depleted uranium

environment, safety and health

enriched uranium

ftll time equivalent

fiscal year

gross square feet

high s4ptssiys

High E4plosives Applications Facility ( LLI{L)

highly enriched uranium
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EIP

JTA

K

KCAO

KCP

LI\NL

LLC

LLCE

LLNL

M

M&E
M&O
I{AA

MSI)

NASA

NEPA

IYMSF'

NDE

NOI

IYPR

NPV

NTS

NV

NWC

I\TWSM

OAK

OR

Pantex

PBX

hot isostatic pressing

joint test assembly

thousand (dollars)

Kansas City Area Office

Kansas CityPlant

Lost Alamos National Laboratory

limited life component

limited life component exchange

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Million (dollars)

Mason & Hanger Silas Mason Company

management and operating (contractor)

material access af,ea

molten salt destruction

National Aeronautics & Space Administration

National Environmental Policy Act

Nuclear Material Storage Facility

non destructive evaluation

Notice of Intent

Nuclear Posture Review

net present value

Nevada Test Site

Nevada Operations Office

Nuclear Weapons Complex

Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum

Oakland Operations Office

Oak Ridge Operations Office

Pantex Plant

plastic bonded explosive
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PCAP

PEIS

PIDAS

PVC

PX

QA

R&I)
RD&T

RFETS

Production Capability Aszurance program

Programmatic environment{ imFac{ statement

perimeter intrusion detection alarm system

polryinyl chloride

Pantex @antexPlan|

quatity assurance

research and development

research" development and test

Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (formerly Rocky

Flats Plant)

record of decision

Raytheon Services, NV

safeguards and security

Safety Analysis Report

Stockpile Management

Sandia National Laboratories

special nuclear material

Savannah River Operations Ofrce

Savannah River Site

Stockpile Stewardship and Management

safe secure transport

Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

tritium

technical area (generally at Los Alamos)

pollmethylpentene

transuranic

trajectory sensing signal generator

ultimate user

ROP

RS-NV

s&s
SAR

SM

SNL

SNM

SR

sRs

ssM

ssr
START

swEc

12

TA

TPX

TRU

TSSG

UU
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WIPP

WRD&T

Y-t2

Waste Isolation Pilot Project

weapons research, developmenq and testing

Weapons Production Facility at Oak Ridge, TN
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